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J he Rebellion
in China.
The evolution which has been
Jianging over China for more than
vear began in earnest last month
concerto! attack of large rebel
toue on a number of the larger
title retailed in the capture 01
Haagkow. By the middle oi the
ntoatb, the Assembly bad seceded
from the imperial government and
the revolution was in full swing.
The rebels, apparently well organized and financially strong,
confiscated the local treasuries
and the banks, issued their own
paper money, and openly proclaimed their intention of
dynasty and estabinlishing ft republic. AH repjrts
dicate excellent organization
the revolutionists, who
command the loyalty of a. large
number of troops. By the last ol
October they bad captured and
were administering the government of severaj of the larger otic.
Of the empire, including the imof
portant commercial centers
and
g
Hangkow,
Risings were reported in the capitals of some ot the other provinces
In the battles fought toe, wavaing
loyalty ot the imperial troops more
than offset their numerical super
iority over the insurgents.
Government at Peking
own life in peril, at once
its
seeing
Yuan
Sbib Kai to power.
recalled
On October 14 the Premier, Prince
CbioR appointed Yuan to a sort oi
over-jbrowingt-

Kai-fon-

Wu-cba-

n.

u

dictaiorprrmimhip. Yuan is one
tit the strong progressive men ot
China, who, while in sympathy
with many of the demands ol the
revoluionists, is also a partisan oi

strong central government, lit
ll
would not accept ths position
to
had
the government
agreed
in adreforms
certain
about
bring
ministration, the system cf taxation and theextcntion of railroads.
)t was because of his progressive
views that be was .dismissed from
the Government service three
years ago.
The primary cause of the present revolt in China is hatred ol
the Mancbu dynasty, intensified by
the pinch of hunger on the part oi
the great masses of the Chinese
population. A national spirit ol
unity has been developing among
the Chinese during recent years,
and the demand for parlimentary
government by which they hope
to obtain much needed reforms,
has been loud and insistent. Last
spring when the Provincial Assembly sent delegates to Peking to
Ssad ft constitution the govern-.pan- t
disbanded the meeting by
The Assembly
raHitiry force.
submitted to dissolution, and the
ftdvocates of real parliamentary
government organized themselves
into Constitutional League. Then
came the floods and famine nnd
the spark was set to the magazine.
The Mancbu dynasty has ruled
in China since 1644. In that year
the conqueror from Manchuria
took the capital city of the Ming
emperors and burned it. They
then began a long career of abuse
graft and corruption which has
.lasted from that day to this.
On November 3 the rebels captured and occupied the city of
Sbangbi, China's most important
seacoast town. Later they occupied Wu Chang the second
city and also a open port of
The imperial troops ol
entry.
each of these places gave very little resistance and immediately after being captured tiey turned
un-ti-

sea-coa- st

HAPPEUIfWS
ELECTION
RESULTS

If CITY niW

THE

VALLEY.

Dr, Elder went to Tucumcari
give McDonald 333 plurality, and
j the county as follows.
on bwaiaeftt today.
784
Fionigan,
majority
Mfkt Chspmans hardware sterr
I 34
Pearson,
ycui bep.o'qusrters. He .e!l evry
..
469
Briscoe,
thing in the hardware line. See
.

On Tuesday morning at nine
oclock the polls opened at the
schoolbouse allowing the people of
the San Jon precinct to cast their
vote for the first state officers of
H r y Campbell,
H. B. Home and Cbas. Alsdorf
were judges with J. A. Atkins 'and
M. C. Garr as clerks.
The voting
was scattered evenly throughout
and everything went off quietly.
no votes were cast as follows:
For Representative to Congress
New Mexico.

Ward,
Rector,
Walter,

Collins,
AUdredge,
Campbell,

House,
Cutlip,
Smith,
Saxon,

Pack,
The six

133

..

his stock of guns and aminiiion.

ata

Harry Campbell nude a business trip to Tucumcari Wednes
-day. 'j

204

579
148

339
390

Mr, and Mrs. Williams of

..

Col-

umbus, Ohio, are here this week
in company with Dr. Cole. They
contemplate investing in some
V I ley real estate.

351
576
375
93

51

SAN JONX
1 owns te Company

i

I

OFFERS A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY
aHBMMiMaavMMH1VflWStHBaHBftMB)BMaflftHBavft)ft
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SAN JON, the Most Beautifully Located To wo, and in the
Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Lo-

cated About the Center of the Valley, and is the principal
remaining precincts
HAPPENINGS.
PLEANO
will not make mutch change.
trading point of the valley.
show
news
state
The
latest
n
Curry 43, Elfego Baca 41,
McDonald to be elected by 1000
HanValvcrde
Paz
The farmers are rejoicing over
54,
53,
Write for prices, terms and
to
1500, and that both bouses will the fine snows we have bad. Three
son is. Cutting 15.
descriptive literature to
Governor, McDonald 55, Bur be Republican, for the Senate they inches ia three weeks. If it keeps
elected at least 15 members, and
sum 49, Rivera 15.
up at that rate I think we will
HERMAN GRHARDT, mgr., Tucumcari, .V. M.
House.
members
to
the
to
33
30
Lieutenant Governor; deBaca 54
have some winter, We have a
-- OR
Martinez 41, Goddard 15.
fine season now.
Mr. W. H. Burton and don,
Secretary ot State; Lucero 54,
C. C. REED, Local Agt., San Jon, N. M.
Mr. Davis made a trip to Go-vi- s
Romero 41, Cameron 15.
Lee, arrived here Monday from
the first of the week after a
Auditor; Delgado 53, Sargent 4a Chariton, Iowa They will spend
load of goods for bis store and
Gore 15.
ft week brre and at Tucuracari
was delayed on account of the
State Treasurer; Marron 54. seeing their friends and relatives
snow storm.
Mirabal 41, cnastain 15.
and will then' return to Chariton
Gus S'lmmer.il and Julius Lang
Attorney General, McGill 53. where Mr. Burton is emp'oyed.
thtir luck hunting last Thurtri.d
Clancy 42, McDonald 15.
Arrived, at the home of Mr. and
Z
afternoon a"nd had a fine
Superintendent of Public I
Mrs. Joe Doran lat week, a tine sday
time."
They got a fine lot of
tructron; White 54, Stroup
Sib boy. All are doing well.
Mrs. Lane 14.
Mr. Herman Gerhardt'as here
- hi
home
1'onitnissioner, oi Public Lauds;
Mr. V.o'nkt-vwrtebetween
.trains ''on election" d y
Eokrsbn 54, Ervien 41, Tharp 15.
place last nxek.
to do.
Justices of the Supreme uurt; showing tbc voters wiut
J. A. Lang caught .a coyote in
Have you visited our new store,
Burkbatt 54, Dunn 54, Hanua 54
make.it your headquartiis while a steel trap l.st Sunday morning.
Parker 41, Roberts 41 Wright
Mail Orders and Prescriptions Given Special Attention.
He says he i going to get enough
Commission; Owen in Tucumcari' C, C, Chapmau.
to cover bis laprope for the cold
Mrs Frank Atkinson and two
54, Martinez 53, VanStone 54.
weatht r of New Mexico.
3M
Atmijo 41, Williams 41, Groves thildren arrived yesterdiy from
Mr. Atkinson has been
Marvin Ray was a caller at Mr.
4a.
Iowa.
Leib
He
for
5a
district;
time
some
here
eighth
Judge
getting, ready
Langs Sunday afternoon.
DtALin In
iiolloinan 4a..
norther
comes
a
their arrival.
says it always
(
Saxon
comes a norther when he comes
Attorney eighth district;
Mr. Marden has returned from
Remley
39.
south.
57,
bis trip to Kansas City, He visCounty Clerk; Fincgan 51, Dal- Katie Davis has returned home
ited his home in Iowa while be
linger 4a, Avery 15.
from a long visit at Melrose.
was away.
Treasurer; Pearson 55, Ander.
Annisbell Lang spent Sunday
The Melon Growers Associaton 40, Cooper 15.
Call and see us. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Tuesher home and bad a fiine time.
on
San
at
will
at
meet
tion
Jon
Assessor; Briscoe 58. Ellis 37.
day, November 21, to close up the
Eslioger 15.
Mrs. Lang and Julius bad quite
Sherifi; Ward 57, Troup 37, years business.
a time while hauling water Mon
Potter 15,
Their mules bogThe new books have been or- day afternoon.
School Superintendent; William
dered for the singing class here. ged down in the mud and they
end
I
37, Pack 6t, Pratt 17.
They meet every Sunday afternoon ha to hitch the 'earn to the
Commissioner, 1st district;
A.
I.
at 3 p. m Everybody invited to ot the tongue to puil it out.
Rector 46; Moncus 49, Love' 15.
wadays the icy water is fine for
attend.
and district; Wslther 55, Neling.
Write to C. C. Chapman at
son 40, Hunt 15.
"Little Girl"
MEATS AT ALL TIMES.
for prices on Windmills
3rd district; Collins 55, Dibble
and Hardware in general.
40, Hickerso.i 13.
Hamberger.
Sausage,
BREAKS POTTERYRECORD
Chops,
Roast,
Steaks,
State Senator; AUdredge 44.
FOR SALE
Klinefelter 50. Welsh 15.
The manufacture of pottery of
Team, Wacom and Harness
Representatives; Campbell 59.
kinds has grown to be an
various
House 41, McLaren 37, Jones 5a, for sale cheap if sold at once.
e. otmoj! iaJus;ry is the United
Inquire at Z. I". McDaniel's
Smith 14. Langdon 15.
3u;e:, and it was tii a highly
Probate Judj Cutlip 39, Slier-ro- itoft.
condition iu lyio,
H. B. Gross, who has beer, here prosperous
44, Lewis 26.
to a report by Jtifcrsca
Surveyor; Smith 59, Martinez with bis place for some time, left
MiddMoti,
just published by the
38.
Thursday for the east where he United? States
Geological Snrvey.
Blue Ballot; 70 for, 35 against. will work with the Rock Island
was valued at
The
product
The reports from the county carpenter gang on this division.
l33.784.67S. a gain of 2,735.337t
are slow getting in, the latest reMr. Bedford has been driving
over the figures for 1909. This is
port reachiog this office as follows about the country this week
the greatest value ever reached,
out of 34 precints
twenty-eigh- t
the beargrass which is
exceeding the record figures for
being prepared for shipment.
1906. Compared with earlier years
w
I have eight tons of Hubbard h outout is vet more itribin?. A
WW
sm
rebeb.
Between 1899 and 1910 the pro
San Francisco, Nov. 6. A dis- and Pikes Fenk squasb tor sal
patch was received by the Chinese Untill the 35th of this month they 'duct showed a gain in value of
Free Press announcing the fall of will be S1.00 per cwt.
. 95 85 per cent.
Newly funlshed and open fo
Dnring the same
R.
W.
Further
Haynes.
say
dispatches
Peking
the tade.
ptiijd the imports increased 40
that Peking fell after ia hours
Mr. H. D. Gregg and family per cent,
All imperial troops go- came in from
fighting.
The pottery products ot the Un.
WHEN YOU WANT TO SLEEP OR
Sayre, Oklahoma,'
the
rebels
to
the
over
except
ing
EAT OR REST AWHILE
Sunday morning to visit old friends i ed Sutes. as clisrnd by Mr.
The recent and here for a few
Manchurians
now
red
of
Mr.
consist
earthen
MiddUton
is
days.
THE
SAN JON HOTEL
CALL
baby emperor were said to have working in the railroad shops at ware; yellow and Rockingham
escaped to tne Hot river, the rest Sayre but tells us that he has ware;
NEW MEXICO.
ware, white
SAN JON,
of the household committing sui- rented a farm and will farm next
and
ware,
semiporcelain
granite
TRICKSY, Prop,
cide, except Prince ching who was year in Gklahoma. They return- semi vitreous ware, and china in
'
' ,
captured.
ed ta Sayre Wednesday morning. its various forms.
Fer-gusso-

The Elk Drug Store,

.

ii,,

Tuoumcari, N. II.
Qvmplei. line of Drugs

1

.

es

C. F. MARDEN

General Merchandise

O DRUGS O

Staple and Fancy Groceres.

BUTCHER SHOP

Tu-:umca- ri,

FRESH

RESTAURANT AND

POOL HALL

d

LESTER & YOUNG
N. M.
SAN JON

j

ban Jon notei

.

J

cream-colore-

d

J.A

';

AM

SAN JON SHNTINIU,

RIcny of

iy 0o. I. lal.
AN JON.

NEW MEXICO

Under-Efltlxnn- to

Farmers

THI ttRVICI OF SIR Oft.
Among tbt creatui .i that render
service to mankind ihe birds occupy
foremost place. It Is their function
to suppress the Insects that play
havoc with the farmer's
crops. Fifty-thre- e
per cent, of the
food of birds In one locality was found
to consist of the larvae of the disease disseminating mosquitoes. Horseflies are the burden not only of horses,
but of other valuable stock, and the
larvae of this fly are the natural food
of several species of birds. The fever
t'ck, so Injurious to cattle, Is the
natural food of the killdeer and the
Corn, cotton and other crops
plover.
are destroyed to a large extent by
grasshoppers, and there are at least
23 species of birds that feed upon
grasshoppers. Grass lands and grain
crops In general suffer greatly from
various Insect pests, which are destroyed in vast multitudes by birds.
The greatly dreaded boll weevil Is
food for the plover, the killdeer and
others of the feathered tribe. It Is a
common experience to see birds following the plow and consuming grubs
that are destructive to garden and
other valuable plants. These friends
of the planter should in every state
be protected by right legislation.

The Chicago health board secretary
who condemns all flats as bad morally
and physically unfit places for the
rearing of children states a melan
cboly truth. It ia likely that they will
persist In cities as a necessary evil,
but parents who can give their children the benefit of the larger, freer
life of a separate home should never
hesitate to do so.
A rich man In Illinois, who found
wealth too much worry, has distribut
ed his millions. Here Is a hint to the
other millionaires who are always bewailing ihe burden of their money,
but to whom the thought of shedding
the burden has never apparently suggested Itself.

Historians tell us that Julius Caesar
drank beer, and a French scientist
comes to bat with the announcement
that (here was no such person as
Out even the most
Julius Caesar.
hardened skeptic wo'ild hesitate before claiming that there is no such
thing as beer.
Menus with the food you eat picIn lively colors are a new thing
New
In a fashionable
York hotel.
Doubtless the artist employed Is he
who painted a large red lobster to
decorate the walls of the New York
aquarium.

tured

The rescue of a "rat" at a New
Jersey resort reveals the fact that
d
fickle femininity has forsaken a
financial depository for another, as when the "rat" was placed In
the bands of Its excited owner she
drew from its balry depths a roll of
money. Now a woman will be sure of
her personal wealth If she only keeps
her head that Is, keeps It Intact
long-truste-

After walking some thousands of
miles across the country, a man and
his wife are In Boston greatly Improved and Increased In weight. Walking Is decidedly more healthy than
riding In sleeping cars, but It takes
more time and costs more money, unless the pedestrians rely on hand-out- s
from the agricultural population.

TAFT'I

Work

III VAST majority
I

of city - bred persons have no place on farms

independence, initiative
Js
n success of farm in or fruit
or poultry raising or of any branches of rural industry, aside
from the capital required.
Indeed, most of those who undertake such a change are
in its
destined to a disastrous failure, much more
results than the life of the particular individual.
There is a large class of city dwellers to whom this does
not apply who have been reared on farms and who, for one rea
son or another, have dVifted into city employment.
The Dlan of ltudoloh Soreckels hardly meets the situation. A better
plan would be the organization on a strictly business basis of a national
land exchange, along the lines of the board of trade and the Btock exchange,
the od ject of which should be to regulate the conduct of members selling
lands at a distance, either for colonization or investment; to provide facilities for investment, sale and exchange of lands and to give to the pur
rhaser some guaranty of fair dealing from the land seller and of getting
full knowledge of what he is buying and the difficulties he may expect to
encounter if he becomes a settler or investor.
Those engaged in the business of selling lands should themselves take
on such a scale as to assure the confidence of the public and
initiative
the
the success of the enterprise.
Our rural communities are in need of educated men and women for
the farms. What is wanted is more accurate information for the land
purchaser and a fuller understanding of the demands made upon lim by
the new occupation in winch he proposes to engage.
A national land exchange would help greatly in
this direction.
with rail
Such an organization could
and other
trade
of
board
and
lines
and
roads
steamship
public bodies in all parts of the United States to secure
better distribution of immigrants coming to the coun
Jk
try from abroad and could assist in securing an intclli
gent and reasonable presentation of the merits of each
section of the country for the settler and investor.
nml no conception of the
1 nml silf.rplinnee rpmiired to make
self-deni-

'

IT

far-reachi-

1

W

IOWA

MUCH AN AltUA-ANC- t
TO lUtlNEM.

Appeal for Law Against
for Nstlonsl Coand
Passion,
Ssct'on-- I
Against
operation
Antagonism.

Broad-Mlndt-

By GEO. B. BRABBIT

hard-earne-

The announcement by a Boston physician that electrifying the atmosphere
of crowded apartments will make dull
pupils bright and Indolent workmen
active may be worth looking Into. It
Is possible that It would even make
drowsy churchgoers attentive to long
sermons. There is a stimulating Influence In ozone, and this the electric
current, as employed by the doctor,
Is said to diffuse in the atmosphere.
Of course, It cannot be a substitute
for fresh air. Ozone Is not oxygen,
and oxygen Is Indispensable to life.
If It proves as beneficial as the doctor
affirms the world will give It a cordial
welcome, but the extent of Its employment necessarily will be governed
very largely by what It costs.

City Bred

APPEAL TO REASON

if-

broad-minde-

d

law.
"We have reached a point where we
can call a halt, not in the progressive
movement to keep business free from
abuses, but where we can call a halt
against appeals to a spirit of pure
hostility to prosperity on the theory
that no one can be prosperous with
out being dishonest or a violator of
law In securing the profits or his busi-

ness."
The central thought of this speech
is the sufficiency of existing law. un
der the recent decisions of the Su
preme court, to correct abuses in business without injustice or injury and
without obstructing prosperity. The
act. the president contends.
Is not directed against large corpora
tions because they are corporations or
because they are large, but only
against those whose purposes or methods are In transgression or law. As
long as such exist the law must be enforced against them; wherever they
have brought their operations Into
harmony with law the government has
anti-tru-

no more concern with them.
The president very fully assumes
responsibility for the recent disturbing activities of the attorney general;
but this Is equivalent to the assurance
d
that these activities are not to be
for purposes of continued disturbance and anxiety. The decrees of the
Supreme court, In fact, were a suff-

assurance that

the

arbitrary

well-regulat-

ng

Creator
Intended
Some Men
to be Fat

CHANGE

Msthods of

belore the
An sildreM delivered
stlonal AMorl'itlon ' '0,,on M,,,,u'
" MniichMter.
faeturers In
ol
Vt.. hy Henry C Kniery, rhnlrnmn
the
disclosed
board.
tnrlff
the

WtlAFS
LIFE

which

a
the ho.wi Is conducting and oilers
the
supermini
with
striking contrast
methods followed l.v the average ways
and means committee.
has
Reiterating that the tariff board
of
protecIn
the
degree
no concern
tion to be determined by congress,
rethat it was concerned solely with
whlcn
porting the basic facts upon
that degree could be scientifically
board
based, Mr. Emery paid that the
was not confining Its Investigations,
as popularly supposed, to the manufacturer or to his mill costs, but had
extended Its Inquiries from the manu
farturer throiiKh the commission
house and the Jobber to the consumer,
manufacshowing the relation or ttie
the price
to
and
cost
mill,
price
turers'
to the
paid at different stages down
e
the
article
by
of
the
purchase
consumer.
Compare this exhaustive Information with the evidence elicited before
the congressional committee during a
tariff bearing, consisting mainly of
generalities and sweeping assertions
and Importers
manufacturers
by
which was accepted or rejected usual-l- y
according to the political prejudices of the committeemen and biased
or the
likewise by the
witnesses' The tariff board report, on
the other hand, will offer the facts and
figures with such detail that the question must be threshed out on the
economic principle.
It was to await such definite Information, rather than to accept the political and personal compromises embodied in the tariff bills sent up to
him nt the recent session, that led the
president to veto those measures. In
view of the evidence promised by Mr.
Emery there can be no question of
the wisdom of his courso.
ultl-mat-

self-intere-

IN

Made

Safe by Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound.
Granitevillo, Vt "I was passing
and Bull ered
through the Change, of Llf e iiurvun.-uicHiruui
and other annoying
symptoms, and I
can truly say that
I AUia js. iinknam s
s

Vegetable

Com

pound has proved
worth mountains of
gold

to me, as it

restored my health
and strength. I
never rorgei to tell
my friends what
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has done for ma
Complete
during this trying period.
restoration to health means bo much
to me that for tne sake oi otner suner-In-g
women I am willing to make my
trouble public so you may publish
this letter." Mrs. Cnxs. Barclay,
B.F.D., Graniteville, Vt.
No other medicine for woman's ills
and
ha3 received such
endorsement. JJo other medicine wo know of has such a record
of cures as has Lydia E.' Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
For more than 80 years it has been
curing woman's ills such as inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodlo pains and nervous
prostration, and it is unequalled for
carrying women safely through the
period of change of life.
wide-spre- ad

Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.,
Invites nil. sick women to write
Iter for advice. Her advice is free,
and always helpful
UNKIND.

pur-sue-

wrecking of property and enterprise
would not be permitted. What Is obstructing prosperity now Is not the
fear of legal requirements, to wblcb
but seeing it's you, I'll let you have it business has been gradually adjusting
itself, but only the unrest created by
for $1.
unreasoning popular prejudices engenThe article regularly sold at $1. Noth dered by reckless political ambitions.
.
inff could injure a business more than to
Mr. Taft has put this very plainly
I make customers feel that personal influence to the western people In this and
other speeches. They have to learn,
Tn11 4lin filial
nnn n
i.m.avtn n.inn.
11IC 11131
W
glMUJIlB pillCS.
he tells them, that no section can prosjnauu, ail iiut-if
I ligent buyer cannot help discovering the per to the detriment of the others, no
salesman's duplicity, and aside from the class at the expense of the whole comWe must have
By HARVEY PEAKE
fact that it is" against all good business munity.
"team work," mutual trust, to recogprinciples, there is another thing to be con nize the real progress we have made
and to support and encourage those
sidered.
who are laboring for the common prosSome people, foolishly enough, allow themselves to be persuaded that
perity. Whatever Influence his calm
they are of special importance and can buy goods at that particular store words may have upon the restless
at 16wer prices than anyone else. They become accustomed to looking souls to whom they are Immediately
addressed, they cannot fall to give
for reductions and feel angered if called upon to pay the regular price courage
to honest business enterprise,
for anything.
now baiting In vague distrust, with
we are liv
But, worst of all, they spread the impression among their friends the reneweda assurance that of
under
law, of
government
ing
and offer to use their
that they have a
"pull" at
Justice and of reason.
influence to get the reduction in price for their friends also.
Protection for Business.
Of course there are times when it is necessary for ever
President
Taft, In bis address on
business concern to cut prices upon merchandise for instance, when certhe relations of the overnment to the
tain lines refuse to leave the shelves or assortments are depleted. But in business of the country, placed the
his ease the cut is general and applies as much to Mrs. Jones as to subject of governmental activity upon
a plane of understanding and accepta
Mrs. Smith.
to the business Interests that
Some salesmen who desire to be clever and who have a high opinion bility
has done more to allay unrest than
of their ability along this line are inclined to work this sort of confidence any other fact In the progress or the
federal supervision of
game on their customers: They will take the favored ones (?) aside and movement forIs now
seen that the presIt
industry.
to
are
as
a
let
them
inform
them have ident Is
that,
special favor, they
going
seeking to protect the coun
for $1 an article for which every one else is paying $1.25, while in reality try from drift toward socialism, Its in
evitable destiny if the aggregations
$1 is the regular "profit-beariprice.
of
capital continue and the clamor of
This ruse may work for a while, but it is, nevertheless, had busithe people Increases as well. It Is
ness.
It is well enough to impress a customer with the fact that an seen that the president Is seeking to
article is worth more than he is asked to pay for it if this is actually place the activity of the government
of
the case, but they must not be led to believe they can buy it for less upon a plane with Its regulation
Interstate commerce through the
money than any, one else can.
appropriate commission, and that he
will do all In his power to give characHonest business methods pay in the long run.
ter to business enterprise and to secure for It the safeguards of federal
from violent assault
protection
I have about come to the conclusion
Mr. Taft sees the logic and neces
that the good Lord intended for some of sity for the regulation of tariffs by a
his creatures to be fat and some thin, re- permanent board qualified to collate
and to formulate the recom- infal- the data
gardless of medicines and
mentatlons that will bring about ad
lible cures.
justments of the tariff without disorFor a long while I tried all the alleged der to enterprise. Hostility in itself
as thoroughly reprehensihe
obesity cures and none of them did me any ble. regards
Progressive policies must have
good. Then I determined to starve myself an avowed end and a definite policy
and take lots of exercise.
for the protection of enterprise. With
All my life I had been a lover of good good sense, with good feeling, with
good intentions, the country can ad
eating, and counted that day lost on which just all its business concerns without
RUDDELL
R.
W.
By
I did not consume for my dinner the bet- loss to any who are honest and with
Fortlaad, Or.
,
ter part of a sirloin steak as thick as a out fear to any who are Just

Honest
Business
Methods
PqV in
JjODg Run

Mv.itlgstlons
Thoroi.Qnm of
Slipshod
linking ContrastDemocrats.

or Iho invpKtlKsitlon

The president's Iowa speech upon
the relations of the government with
business Is Just another of his
appeals to the rule or reason.
It is an appeal for conservation
against destruction, for law against
for national
cooperation
passion,
against sectional antagonism. But this
appeal Is made upon the basts or re
sults achieved, of the real progress
that has been made in bringing great
business forces under the reign of

icient

A prominent merchant, once dismissed
a salesman whom he overheard saying to a
shopper: "We usually sell that for $1.25,

d
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Railroads announce that after the
nd of the year they will not carry
darky's foot, with all the trimmings.
trunks more than 70 Inches long. The
Incompetency Revealed.
For breakfast I usually destroyed a platter of cakes, three eggs and
theatrical profession and mercantile
Never before tn our history has
ucb Ignorance been shown, even by
travelers will have to make up for this no end of thin-slice- d
bacon, besides fruits and two cups of coffee.
Democratic party, aa was shown
the
restriction by giving their trunks the
for
entire
abandoned
an
out
I
This lifelong system
month, cutting
Chairman
Underwood of the ways
by
of
aspect
all the meat and about all the vegetables, a piece of toast and glass of and means committee In presenting
milk taking the place of my morning meals and a little rice being the the wool and woolen bill. He was out
An "artist" writes to the New York
of the way about fG 000.000 In calcuon the meager dinner bill of fare. Lunch I omitted wholly.
8un rejoicing in the loss of the Mona chief item
lating the revenues and proved that
In addition I walked at least six miles every day and did all sorts be was Incapable of reading correctly
Lisa, tnd speaking with measureless
contempt for the "crowd" who admire of stunts in my room with a gymnasium outfit. Prior to going to bed the dally treasury reports. And such
are endeavoring to muko a new
It No doubt be has scores of better I perpetrated all sorts of muscular contortions and rolled on the floor men
tariff!
of
own
his
painting.
pictures
till my body was bruised.
footrace or
At the end of thirty days I felt fit to run a three-mi- le
Hand tn hand with President Taft
May we remind you, worthy houseIn harmonious work for the advancein the ring with the champion.
go
holder, busy wlib the manifold cares
About this time it occurred to me that I ought to get weighed, and ment of the republic and people, ev
that a modern civilization imposes
ery cabinet officer has exerted himself
scales.
to the utmost In bringing about In his
upon you. that this Is a good time to I made a bee line for the
have your furnace overhauled and put
My grocer assured mo that they were correct to an ounce, but they department Increased efficiency with
the greatest economy possible without
In order for the coming winter?
ghowed I bad gained fourteen pounds in the period of my abstinence.
Injury to the service.

Had No Place on Statute Books.
The farmers' free list masqueraded
under the guise of a measure to compensate the farmer for losses under
the terms of the reciprocity agreement negotiated by the president In
fact however, leading Democrats
upon the floor of the house admitted
that It was no such measure at all.
Tho reciprocity measure, however,
calls for no compensation to the farmers, as It will work for their benefit
In accordance with that of all other
classes.
The measure was full of
dramatic and Illogical features, as the
president showed by analysis. It was
the veriest hodgepodne and would
have had the effect of raising dut les
upon Borne things by reducing them
upon others, and It would have simmetal
ply destroyed the
Barnes Storme Ah! me boy, but we
schedule of the general tariff law.
our life in Oskaloosa.
The arrant nonsense and the Intrinsic bad the run of
Friend
ain't it lucky they
H'm,
vlclousness of the measure appear
from the presentation by Mr. Taft of couldn't catch you?
the facts relating to boots and shoes.
A Fly Paradise.
The .measure put on the free list the
First Housefly Howdy, old pal?
finished product and retained the tax What sort of a season have you had?
on raw materials
a burden to manuSecond Fly Much the same as
facturers ond an Injustice to every- usual. Didn't take any outing thlB
one. The bill was wrong In princi- year. I'm at
my old quarters in the
ple; It missed wlmt It was deslRned
livery stable.
to do; It did so many Injurious
First Fly Pretty dull, I Bhould Bay.
things and It was so loosely framed I've been In clover. That's right. If
and vague In Its meaning that to have there ever was a
fly Eden I found It.
placed It upon the statute books Listen. No screens, baldheaded ownwould have been treachery to nil who
er, baldhcaded baby, flypaper easy to
believe In even a moderate degree of eat and
three fate women who couldn't
protection.
swat an elephant. I'm going back
there next summer.
Enough for tho Present.
To Mend an Umbrella.
The tariff board gives notice thnt
To mend an umbrella
that tears
Its appropriation Is so nearly exhaust
ed that the wool and cotton schedules loose from the rib at the point, when
are the only ones It will be able to re- you are on the street and needle and
port on next December. Those are thread are not available, close the umthe two schedules In which the people brella and bringing .the cloth In potake the most Interest. They carry sition, insert a small hairpin in the
the duties which the men and women hole of the rib, and wind securely
of the country complnln of the most. around cloth. This "first aid to the inThere are other schedules which have jured" Is so efficient you will be
duties as excessive, but not bo op- tempted to leave it permanently. National Magazine.
pressive.
An exhaustive report on those two
FROM TEXAS
schedules will suffice for the present.
After congress shall havo reformed Some Coffee Facta From the Lone
Star State.
them and given relief to the people In
that quarter where It Is most needed,
From a beautiful farm down in TexIt may wish to take a breathing spell
until the tariff board shall have re- as, where gushing springs unite to
ported on the Iron and steel and glass form babbling brooks that wind their
and chlnaware schedules. There are Eparkllng way through flowery meads,
In them some duties which cannot comes a note of gratitude for delivery
stand the test of a critical examina- from the coffee habit
"When my baby boy came to me
tion.
five years ago, I began to drink
Postum, having a feeling that It would
The Man on the Job.
be better for him and me than the old
The election of a president in 1912 kind of drug-ladecoffee. I was not
thrills some eager bosoms. More than disappointed In it, for it enabled me, a
one bead awaits submissively or Invitemail, delicate woman, to nurse
"Political con- bouncing, healthy baby 14 months.
ingly the lightning.
"I have since continued the use of
trol" Is to be "restored to the people,"
If they will only be good enough to Postum for I have grown fond of It
vote for Blank, the only man wbo and have discovered to my Joy that It
"trusts" the people; be naturally ex- has entirely relieved me of a bilious
pects a similar credit from them. habit which used to prostrate me two
There are candidates sedentary and or three times a year, causing much
candidates Itinerant
discomfort to my family and suffering
to myself.
Meanwhile the president of the United States contlnuues to give It an
was cured of
"My brother-in-laable and a dignified administration. He chronic constipation by leaving off
Is frank,
open, honest and brave. coffee and using Postum. He has become even more fond of it than he
He has shown that he cannot be bulldozed by tho threat or the hope of was of the old coffee.
"In fact, the entire family, from the
He does things Instead of
votes.
who always
bellowing about them. He appeals to latest arrival (a
and relies directly upon the common calls for his 'potle' first thing in the
and sober senBe of the American peo- morning), up to the head of the house,
think there is no drink so good or so
ple.
wholesome as Postum." Name given
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
by
Champ Clark protests thnt the DemRead
the little book. "The Road to
ocrats are not playing politics. Posin pkgs. "There's a reason"
Wellvllle,"
sibly Champ and the rest of them
V.vrr read (he above letter? A new
are beginning to find out that the tar- one nppenra from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of bumal
iff Is a very serious business.
Inter eat.
n

!
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SYNOPSIS.
The story open with a (rram from
JHirothy March in the opera box of Mrs,
.uissioncr, a wealthy widow, it H occasioned when Mri. Mlsstoner's necklace
breaks, scattering the diamonds nil over
(he floor. Curtis Unsworn and Hruxton
Sands, society men In love with Mrs. Mia
loner, gather up the gems. Uriswold
teps on what la supposed to be the cele
brated Maharanee and crushes It. A Hin
doo declares It was not the genuine. An
xpert later pronounces all the stones
substitutes for the original. Detectives
Donnelly and Carson Investigate.
They
decide that the theft of the original gems
was accomplished by some one In the
house. Miss Elinor Holcomb, confidential
companion of Mrs. Mlssloner, Is sus- of the missing diamonds Is
Jiected. In One
her room. Mrs. Mlssloner protests that Elinor Is Innocent, but she Is
taken to prison. Meantime, in an uptown mansion, two Hindoos, who are In
America to recover the Maharanee, discuss the arrest. Detective Brits takes up
the case. He evidently believes Elinor Inof Dr.
nocent and asks the
Lawrence Fitch, her fiance. In running
down the real criminal. He advises Elinor
not to seek ball. Brits Investigates affairs
at the Mlssloner home. He learns that
Mrs. Mlssloner had the diamonds In Paris
with her. Paris police Inform him that
or tne stones were maae mere
duplicates
Brits
on the order of Elinor Holcomb.
Interviews Miss March and learns who
of her friends can draw. Orlswold shows
ome proficiency as an artist. While walk
ing. Brits Is seized and thrown Into an
He Is bound and drugged by
automobile.
Ills Hindoo captors,

CHAPTER XII.
The Empty Apartment
When Drltz groped his way out of
the soundest sleep he had known In

many a year, it was In absolute Ig
norance of his whereabouts. He
gasped desperately several times be
fore he returned to anything like his
normal breathing.
Mingled with the peculiar taste of
the smothering dark was a faint odor
unlike anything in the headquarters
man's experience.
!t had 'a persistence all its own, and
when be tried to persuade himself
his sensory nerves had played a trick
upon him, It wreathed into his nostrils
with unmistakable Individuality.
Drltz needed no effort to rise to tell
him he still was bound hand and foot,
and In the first instant of his full
awakening he realized the silken gag
still held his speech in thrall. He bit
the ball of silk savagely, and strained
his tongue until the roots ached in endeavors to force the gag out of his
mouth. As well might he, helpless as
to hands and feet as he was, have
tried to shake oft a gorilla's grip at
his throat. Yet the seeming hopelessness of his plight did not disturb him
greatly. He had been in worse places.
It was a question of patience, perseverance and pluck, and when It came
to virile qualities, the famous Central
office man was abundantly and
alllt-erative-

equipped.
He tested his bonds gently at first,
then vigorously, then with all his

strength.

He was not a Sandow, but he had
abundance of pliant and serviceable
trength. After many minutes passed
In vain efforts to free himself, he relaxed his body and limbs for a short
but complete rest, meanwhile bending
his mind to the task of determining
where he was. The result of his mental endeavor was as fruitless as the
other. All he knew at the end of It
was that he lay on a bare floor In a
room which, from the sound of his
heels on the boards, he judged was
mall. That thought suggested to him
a means of summoning help other
than vocal.
He began drumming on the boards
with his heels. It was tiring work,
for his ankles were held so close that,
with his feet beating in alternation,
tie could not make much noise. To
ma& 4 sound likely to carry far, he
had to raise and lower his heels toachievement that sounds
getheran
easy until one has tried doing It many
times. With all his endurance he
could not keep It up for many mlnu-Ute- s
at a stretch. In the Intervals he
trained his hearing for a response.
None came.
Brltz rolled over on his face. As
his hands were tied behind his back,
his chin rested on the floor, and he
had little leverage by which to lift
Several times he tried to
himself.
rise to his knees, only to slip
and bruise his face on the hard floor.
Those mishaps were painful, but not
discouraging to a man of Drltz resoluteness. Again and again he made
the attempt; again and again he
failed, but at last, with a mighty
heave that left him panting, he raised
himself by a catapult movement and
at back on his heels, waiting to
catch his breath.
It was a harder task to get on his
feet He could not do It in the middle
of the floor.
Slowly, carefully, he
worked his way on his knees to the
wall, against which he braced himself.
Then, bit by bit, he bent his feet forward In a demilune until his weight
wit on knees and toes. His progress
yi9r as painful as it was slow, for the
ilk scarf compelled bis ankles to
beid In unison, If at all, and even
when he had bent his toes to the
requisite point It was a great strain
to keep them there.
The detective, after a brief pause
to gather his strength, set his shoulder against the wall and threw all his
firce into a single, vigorous push.
The movement almost threw him to
the floor again, but he recovered his
poise quickly and stood erect. For a
ifew moments he was content to revel
jln the relaxation that was so welcome

In
after his long continuance
cramped and prostrate position. Then
a second's
natural
forgetfulness,
enough to one accustomed to his free
dom of movement, almost undid the
work of the last half hour. He tried
to step away from the wall, oblivious
to the scarf that bound his ankles,
and pitched forward heavily. He did
not fall to the floor, however, for
something sharp and hard stopped
him. He found himself wedged be
tween a metallic framework and the
wall. A venomous hiss and the con
tact of his bound hands with hot
metal told him he had fallen on a
steam radiator, and as the hissing
sound increased he guessed the shock
had broken the little safety valve
close to the top of the curved pipes.
If the detective's position had been
perilous before It was extra hazard
ous now. He was gripped In the Jaws
formed by the radiator and the wall,
and' neither hands nor feet at liberty,
it seemed next to Impossible for him
to free himself. He kicked and strug
gled furiously, the hiss of the steam
and
louder,
constantly growing
In his endeavor to escape, he bent for
ward until his face was scalded by the
rushing steam. The pain of that mis
hap aided him,, however, for the in
voluntary recoil It caused culminated
In a final effort that loosed the grip
In which he was held and sent him
"A Speck of Diamond Dust Could Not Have Escaped Us."
staggering In a series of
hops along the wall.
uracing nis shoulders once more did not tax his agility greatly to praiseworthy of our followers. All
ngainst the wall, Dritz began another reach the balcony while still gripping had tracked the man for days. He
series of vigorous attempts to break the window frame securely, and, with said he was as familiar with his face
the silken scarves, or to slip out of one quick movement, to swing him as with that of his own father. How
them. Exerting all his strength, he self over the ladder rail. It was the could they have been mistaken?"
strained alternately at wrist and work of a minute or two to run down
"Easily enough," said the Swaml.
ankles, and ground between his teeth the easy steps to the first floor above "The men went into Mrs. Mlssioner's
the little ball of silk that blocked his the street and, from that point, he home about the same time. There is
voice. But It was all to no purpose. had only a short drop to the sidewalk
a slight resemblance in their general
His captors knew their trade, and the He strolled In a casual way to the build, and the
wrong man came out!"
clinging bonds, while yielding, did not front of the big apartment building,
"Then we have lost twelve hours,"
give at. any point sufficiently to set the which looked toward the Hudson, and said Kananda.
sleuth at liberty. Suddenly a thought. noting Its location, quickened his pace,
"You have lost more than that,"
swift and keep as a saber flash, clove walking south until he came to a cab
said the priest, "opportunity. These
its way straight through his perplex stand. He gave a chauffeur the num
Occidentals are singularly fraternal.
ity. That which Imperiled his life ber of the Swaml's house, jumped into It is not
probable that the man you
should give him liberty. He sidled a taxlcab and continued his course in
searched will let the other go unhe
wall
stood
beside
the
until
in
a southerly direction, the driver
along
the radiator at tho end away from the obedience to his instructions wheeling warned."
The Prince tossed his cigarette into
street and
safety valve.
Pressing against the east at Seventy-seconthe
fire, and with the springing glide
edge of the metal the scarf that held turning Into the park.
of a panther, and as silently, crossed
his hands, he began swinging himself
to the string of gongs that hung oppofrom side to side.
The corrugated
CHAPTER XIII.
site the divan, and struck them smartedge of the ornamental ironwork
ly. Almost at the same Instant the
a
more
served as
saw, and although
Interviewing the 8waml.
heavy portieres at the other end of the
than once the man gasped as clouds
south room parted, and All's immobile face
While Brltz was speeding
of steam whirled about his head, In
two men were in appeared between them. The servant
fewer minutes than would seem 'prob- ward in the taxlcab
discussion In advanced with salaams that Increased
able the metallic edge gnawed Its way the midst of animated
room. They were the In profundity as he noted the storm
the
Swaml's
through the silk, and the kerchief scholar himself
and his
cloud on Kananda's brow.
parted with abruptness that sent friend, Prince Kananda. The prince
"Son of a pig, and fool of a thouBrltz reeling back against the wall
had arrived In the
sand fools!" cried the Prince, his eyes
and crashing headlong to the floor.
e
house only a few minutes before. He blazing at the
Hindoo.
His hands were free! And as that had uttered several
sen"What
short,
told you that
dotard
sharp
misguided
welcome realization followed the jar tences
big with interest that had you were fit to be Intrusted with a
an
ring Impact of his head against
stirred the Swaml from the repose man's task. Your place is among the
Lieutenant usual to the Oriental
angle of the baseboard,
It was women, and, even there, you would
Brltz laughed softly as with busy fin- evident that. Kananada priest.
expected a re- require a guardian to see that you did
gers he loosed the scarf about his sponsive remark from his friend, and not
exchange rupees for copper coins."
ankles, snatched the gag from his that the Swami, feeling the obligation,
All remjilned motionless, as one
his
of
a
mouth, and, with single shake
his words before utter- about whom lightning has flashed, and
was
Bhoulders that rippled the kinks out of ance. weighing
who feels his only chance of safety
his cramped muscles, strode to the
of the slightest Interest to lies in escaping the notice of the next
'Nothing
window, and flung up the sash. One
us was found," said Kananda, evident- bolt. The Swaml signaled to Kanandeep intake of good, cold air, then half
In repetition. He, had seen a skep
da, and the Prince, following the hab
dozen more, and he felt as at as If ly
tical expression spread over the its of the Occident, seated himself on
he had not been close to a distressing
bronze face, and anticipated the divan In Oriental fashion, and
and altogether ignominious end. He Swarms
calmed himself with deep draughts
an
Inquiry.
gripped the sill and leaned far out,
from
was
the pipe that bubbled on a low
asked
'The
search
thorough?"
then all
looking first downward,
table.
As he smoked, the severity
scholar.
the
around in quest of a landmark. There
"My dear old chap," said the Prince, of his features relaxed a little, and at
were not many lights on that side of
he recovered his composure so
the building, but a faint gleam in the "is it likely we would go to such ex- length
far as to take pity on the exceedingly
without
being
lengths
traordinary
he
him
to
enabled
depths
judge that
was about at the tenth story, and that most painstaking In that respect? A uncomfortable All.
"Rise, dog!" he said, "and give us,
the building was In an unfrequented speck of diamond dust could not have
if
us."
you can, an explanation of the dis
uptown street. Withdrawing his head escaped
A slow smile gleamed through the graceful bungling on this simple mishe pressed the button of a pocket elec
tric torch and explored the room. mask that comprised the scholar's sion."
What explanation the servant might
Prom the style of Its finish it evident- features. Mock deference colored his
mustered is a problem. Before
have
of
manner
the
as, taking
mouthpiece
ly was a section of an unoccupied
his thoughts, the elecapartment in a new and rather pre- the Oriental pipe from between his he could collect
of
outer door burr-r-rbell
the
tric
over
tube
to
the
and
the
to
room
a
tossing
tentious building,
lips
planned
the stem of the
Kananda,
be cut off from the rest of the suite, divan, he arose and paced the length sharply.
pipe in his hand, looked toward the
for It seemed to give directly on the of the room.
hall and was separated from Its neigh
'Far be it from thy servant, O curtains expectantly, and the Swaml
bor by a fireproof door of massive Prince," he said with palpable sar signaled to All to answer the sum
steel. He seized
It casm, "to question the method pur- mons without. The servant glided,
the handle.
from the room, returning
turned readily, but the door did not sued by so illustrious a personage; ghost-like- ,
with
the announcement that
shortly
open. The same was true of the door but," and he here returned to the easy
a visitor desired audience with the
interbetween the room and the hall. He familiarity of their ordinary
his course, "since the search was made so emed Oriental scholar. The Prince
with
shook both
doors
all
between the portieres of
strength, but they had been locked thoroughly, since It was a climax to disappeared
too stoutly to yield. It was apparent a deed so venturesome that It might a small door opposite the main enthe kidnappers had made him a pris- have embroiled you even with such trance of the room, the priest nodded
oner In full knowledge of the unlike
persons as the policemen slowly to the servant, and the next
lihood he would be released speedily. of the Western world, would it not moment All usbed' Into the presence
That they had plotted his death was have been well to have got the right of the sage the man who had had the
temerity to let himself be attacked
not certain, but It was unmistakable man?"
in place of him the Easterners had de
If
?"
mean
"You
had
themselves
little,
given
they
"I mean, your
Royal Highness," sired to search.
any, concern in tnat respect, urnx
"I am a special reporter for 'The
thought of the possibilities of fire as said the priest with another touch of
" said Brltz. "I understand
Times,'
an
whom
on
man
bound
ironic homage, "that the
he had lain
the floor, and
a scholar of distinction in
are
over
All
Intelli
you
his
and
the
sensation
brilliant
equally
passed
unpleasant
land. I would like to have
native
In
the
your
so
seized
he
to
hastened
the
assistants
back
boldly
him; but
gent
window and examined the outside of park, and then spirited away with a a talk with you for a Sunday story."
The Swaml's face wreathed Into an
the building with a view to escape In skill hardly to be equaled by an In
that direction. He did not expect to dian schoolboy, was not the person Interrogation point.
overtake his abductors quickly, nor whom It was worth your distinguished
"My good friend," he said, "you
was he even of a mind to devote the while to search."
have come to the wrong person. I am
He not In the least interested In Action.
bulk of his time to that purpose. But
The Prince was dumfounded.
he regarded the capture of his recent circled the table, fished in his pocket Scientific research, with perhaps a
captors as an important side enter- for a cigarette, rolled :t abstractedly glimpse now and then of the psychic,
prise to the solution of the great dia- between his thumb anJ middle finger, limits my activity In literature."
"You don't understand," said Brltz.
mond mystery, and habit made him lighted it, and then watched the in- eager to begin working without delay. scutable features of him whom for so "Newspaper - men call everything a
There was a Are escape on the floor many years he had called "master."
'story.' I should have said an article
at
exclaimed
he
an Interview, you know."
It
a
'Is
out
looked
whence he
possible?
thoroughly
"Well," said the Oriental Indulgent
modern contrivance with flat steps, last. "And I gave my personal attenAll
I
"It la not the policy of the propaInstructed
too!
to
tion
the
but
ly,
handrail
serviceable
task,
a
and
really
it did not run to the window at which explicitly, and I ordered him to see ganda to seek publicity through the
he Btood. However, Brltz had more that the men who aided him should columns of the press; but, if I can
I
than one attribute of the lynx, and It be among tho shrewdest and most serve you In any way, command me."
two-foote- d

,

d

gloom-enshroude- d

low-cast-

d

slow-witte-
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Hf It, glory no human plagiarist can reproillus- duce"
to
that
"everything pertaining
"Not even in Paris?" Inquired the
trious land of yours Is of Interest to
Americans; your religion, your poli- visitor. "There Is a good deal of talk
tics, your customs, your women, your Just now, you know, about the theft of
You
diamonds.
Jewels, your boundless wealth. Every- a society woman's
thing you can tell me about India is know she discovered that paste diamonds were substituted, and I undersure to Interest our readers.".
the central jewel was one
stand
I
am
to
tell
"If
you everything
'
about India," said the Swami, "we of exceptional size."
nor
nor
"Neither
comfortVenice,
Paris,
as
make
well
ourselves
yet
may
Stamboul can manufacture colorable
able."
He signed to All again, and, rising imitations of such a stone," insisted
with much dignity, he placed a chair the Swaml. "Imitations, that Is to
say, that would deceive anyone with
at the disposal of his visitor.
"The East is a pretty big subject," the crudest knowledge "
"But the Maharanee was undoubtedsaid the Swami, and then he spent
many minutes sketching Oriental ly copied," pursued Britz. "If you have
ways and thoughts for the entertain- read the newspapers, you know It was
ment of his visitor. To follow blm through the discovery of that fact that
would be to recapitulate the history Mrs. Mlssloner learned her necklace
of Hindostan from centuries before bad been stolen."
All the cordiality of the Swaml vanthe British invasion.
When he had
ished.
He seemed to wrap himself in
Infinished, Brltz knew enough about
dia to fill the' pages of all the Sunday the impenetrable dignity of his caste,
he dismissed the subject with the
papers of New York; but this was not and
conclusive remark of his race, "I have
what the detective wanted.
"Your women evidently lead a pret- spoken." In spite of the most adroit
efforts of his visitor, and despite Interty secluded life," he said, "but I suprogations direct and Indirect, be could
pose they have their compensations
not be Induced to discuss the subject
their music, embroidery, delicacies,
again.
figgems by the way, Swaml, jewels
Brltz, somewhat baffled, finally led
don't
ure largely In your religion,
the conversation into other channels
they?"
himself of his role In
by
The same Inscrutable gleam again timebethinking
to ask the Swaml the purpose
flickered In the eyes of the scholar.
and probable length of his stay In
"It would be difficult to make you New York.
understand in what way they do," he
"I have no objection to telling you,"
answered. "In the ordinary commeranswered the priest, "that I am here
cial sense, they do not. We of India to
spread the propaganda, to turn the
care less for the Intrinsic value of the
of the true faith upon the gloom
lamp
beautiful Jewels which you of the of
Western civilization." He conyour
West characterize as precious stones. tinued.
"Yes, I am making prosedifThey are precious to us, but in a
lytes! I am conducting gatherings of
ferent way. We love them for their Eeekers after the Light, and I am inloveliness not merely for their brilstructing all who come to me with
liance and cost. To us, there is a open minds and honest hearts."
in
the
world of metaphysical meaning
Britz picked up his hat and coat
lambent glow of a ruby, or the Im- with a reluctant
air, and took leave of
An
diamond.
of
a
prisoned rainbow
exOriental
the
with
not
emerald to us is the eplrlt of the sea
of gratitude for his receppressions
the spirit of the water itself; Just tion. The
scholar struck the gong,
as the pearl suggests that other world
the Hindoo servant appeared In the
on the floor of the deep. Jewels, as farther
doorway, and in a few seconds
we see them, are the crystallized ex- the
faint echoes of the visitor's footDiamonds
emotions.
divine
of
pression
ended In the quiet closing of the
are the tears of Buddha pearls so steps
street door.

"Well, you see, Swaml," said

over-profus- e

many drops of wisdom from his lips,
and sapphires the heavenly aspirations of his thoughts.. What to the
Occident means profit, to us means
poetry."
"Some of your jewels are, I dare
Bay, a great deal more Important than
others; for example, the Kohlnoor.
Has that no larger value than the ordinary stone In your eyes?"
"Only so far as It Is connected with
the traditions of our faith," said the
Swaml. "Diamonds there are In In
dia, one hundred of which would not
make a Kohlnoor, yet each a thousand times more precious to true be
Wars have been fought,
lievers.
races exterminated for gems less beautiful than those which many of the
minor women of your public stage can
boast. They have a meaning Impossible of comprehension to the Western
mind."
"And do Hindoos of your generation
set as much store by that sort of
thing as your ancestors did?" asked
Brltz.
"The faith of the East is immutable," the Swaml replied. "Centuries
roll by, but we change not. Nations
have broken themselves to shreds in
efforts to shake the stability of our
land and people. What was true before your Prophet left the carpenter's
bench Is true
"Now, do you know," said Brltz, vivaciously, "all this Interests me very
much, and will make a cracking good
story for 'The Times.' Fancy a whole
people how many millions did you
say? so wrapped up In gems that
would not fill a showcase In a Maiden
Lane jewelry shop, that they are willing to sacrifice their very lives for

them!"

Britz threw all his skill as a questioner into drawing from the Swaml
descriptions of the more famous Jewels of India, deftly keeping the line
of his Interrogations on the subject
of diamonds. The Hindoo, his entire
personality an eloquent expression of
the Indolence of the East, was alike
luxuriant in his narghlleh and In reminiscences of the sacred gems that had
adorned the temples of his faith from
Delhi to Benares.
Slowly, dreamily,
mystically, stories came from his lips
of greed and piety, deeds of daring
and romance, statecraft and Intrigues,
until Brltz became so Interested that
for a time even his trained, vigilant
mind lost sight of the purpose that
had animated all his actions since the
day he learned that the famous Mlssloner necklace was missing.
When the Easterner ended his string
of talcs, many of them replicas In
miniature of the Arabian Nights, and
of still more thrilling Oriental legends,
the Headquarters man had an exhaustive knowledge of all the great
diamonds In the history of Hindostan.
are not
"Your marvelous
gems
proof against imitation?" he said inquiringly.

"The lesser of them are not," said
the Swami. "But the Kohlnoor, the
Light of Calcutta, the Dawn of the
World, and similar stones defy the
best efforts of your artificers. In them
nature has wrought masterpieces of

Kananda, with a carriage akin to
the swagger of the English Guards
the room and looked
man,
at the Swaml quizzically.
"You need not put yourself to the
trouble of looking through the Sunday
papers," said the Swami. "There will
be nothing about this interview In

'The Times.' "
"No?" returned Kananda. "I heard
the reporter say he wanted the facts
for the next issue of his Sunday supplement."
"He Is not Interested in supplements," replied the priest, "sequels
are his specialty. When he Interests
himself in a story he begins at the
'continued' line. He is not a report-

er."

The Prince looked at him inquiringly.

"Nor Is he the man All should have
searched," continued the sage. "He is
one of the cleverest detectives in
New York Britz, of Headquarters!"
Britz, of Headquarters, did not
waste any time In gloating over the
result of his interview with the Brahmin. In the first place, he did not consider that he had scored anything
like a signal victory. He knew enough
of the subtleties of the Orient to t
aware that such grains of truth as
had como to him in the Swaml's answers had been merged into a voluminous fabric of mendacity well, call
It diplomacy and that to winnow out
the few facts vouchsafed to him was
a task for the cloistered seclusion ot
his own room, supplemented by the
silent help of many books of reference. But he was ready to take It for
granted that the Brahmin had spoken
truly in regard to the difficulty of Imitating diamonds of great size. There
was no question the Maharanee had
been copied;. how closely he could not
say, as he had unfortunately never
had a glimpse of the false stone. Tho
questions that glmleted their way Into
his brain were: Where was the copying done; how was It done; and, of
course, correlatlvely, by whom was It
done?
It was a busy quarter of an hour
Detective-Lieutenan- t
Brits passed in
his Mulberry Street office. Awaiting
him was a cablegram from Logan,
saying briefly he was trailing all tho
workmen who had taken part In tho
manufacture of the pasts Mlssloner
necklace, and that none of them had

left Paris.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Queer Hotel Custom.
Hotel customs throughout the world
are varied. A hotel in France Is oa
wheels and turns' so that any room can
be given bunlight. Regulations governing the length ot bed sheets have been
made in certain states. Probably tho
most unique custom prevails In Tempe,
a town In the Salt River valley. Arizona. Here the
proprietor refunds
the hotel charges to all his patrons on
any day the sun does not thine. At
first this seems benevolent, but looking Into the matter wo find that he has
been called upon to remit to his guests
only once In the last five years. Guaranteeing sunshine Is an original
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Professor John Dewey of Columbia
Notice is hoioby plven that Itos
was lalking about a legislator who had
of Tipton, X. M , who, en
Kerr,
A moft lugiulous
Implement for turned traitor to the suflraso cause. Oct. 8, 19 fl. mado If. E. X . 12 HI
destroying weeds has been Invented "A man who could be so mean to worn.
or Xw
Sec. 21. twp. on r m
A ro:l has
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by A
sn," he said, "must he the original
a sharp n'.t'il idnt at one end 'and A the Clayton jail stcrv.
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"A convict In tha Clayton Jail, yOU
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. to
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they struck up a conversation. Every
names as witnesses:
Claimant
after
for
a
that
'day
year or more,'
I
tbe girl came to the wall. Then'the's. K. Orlder, Alex Aston, Clem .John- j convict,
getting tired of her. told her! son, II. Miller and Tom Riley all of
it wan no use waiting for him. as ha Tlntrm V 1 nnsl l v. t IT,..,..., v't
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Sleeping Quarter.
I would suggest that certain streets
not main thoroughfares
should he
classed as residential, both In the poor
as well us in the rich parts of LouWANTED Gnoii IIhuskkkfp- don, for the clerk and shop girl need
set-- 1
Magazixk requires-thsleep as much us any of us. and that IN
In these streets between, say midnight vices of a representative in San
and 8 a. m. or 6 a. m... or 7 a. m., ac-- l Jon Vatley to look after subscrip-cordinto the locality, the motor horn1 bn renewals and to extend
1
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thousand seedlings.
Make a practice of going over the
garden beds and dipping away seed
vss4Tn. The p'arta will at once act
ubout making good their loss and as
flower ur the first step toward the
forniatioii of geed. they will soon
a new crop of blouiioma.
In this way makf itlmont constant
bloomer of kinds that won't bloom
but onct during lue tcusoji If al
lowed to lollow out thulr own Inclinations.
Keep the ground about tbe lilac
b'.ishos mowed or hoad closely. If
this la done Uio Huekoi'K about tlila
plant of whlcli ho much complaint I
ic uilo, wlil v.iw.ko iio mure trouble
It Id when
tlian ordinary
thry aro allowcj to grow for a sua-eothat tli triiibl begins. There-- ,
fore, keep them down from tli atari
and you will have nothing tu complain cf. A place without the lilac
would be one that fulled to live up
I "con-alde- r
to tbe privileges w arranted.
of
oo
uur
e
the lilac
very beat

shrubs.

District AttorneyHarrv If. Mc- Elrov, Tucumcari. N. M.
Cleik Charles T. powns, Alamo
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M.,

Kino of Sau Jmi, N. M .
l! 0, mado II.
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LM,
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Twp. ION, KanucJH B. N. M. Trine
al Meri'liau Ii;ih tilud notice cf In- l.et the chkks tiav i,ln of trM 'ciitl"ii to luak" liiuil I lvo lear
i
I'mof, to i ntnhl Ish claim to the lam!
rang.
The young chicks bbould he kepi above dcsiri iht-il- ,
before Et'Utvie K.
All
K
ComiiiUslnncr at
lledKecoke, I.
r2,''1'
The first requlutto In fattening fowls :,ld
,
dav ,lf
on
' N M
Is a giod coop..
To make cblcka grow flrnt giro
"iniesa. witnesses:
plenty of good frenlj air; don't allow!
Harvey Town.NHtnl, piidlcy Anlct- thein to crowd.
,
Keep plenty of water fresh and son. M. K. Whittofi, Huyd Jltf k- '
clean for your poultry, and light for worth and II 0 Mur ;c-- !t.I
lice and mkej.
Jon. New. Mexh'i
Much lofs Is Kufferrd by loulterfsrs
K. A. I'kkntice, Kei;istcr
from a failure to properly fatten their
stock far market.
Fowls, to fattiwt well, nbould be ce-iNOTICE l'Oit I'fliLlCATION
fined In a small space In perfect darkCJ70J
ness, and kept perfectly quiet.
I.'. S.
of
ment
the
Interior
Is
Depart
not
the
for
tine gravel
proper grtt
MexLand
N'w
at
A
Oillce,
Tiicuiu'ari,
poultry. They want a aharp roaterlul
with which to grind their feed.
ico, October 10, l'JIl.
Charcoal poiiuih-- tine and kept In
Noiico Is hereby von that AVil'lam fV
the drinking pans will k'ep the young I '.Marcher or J
ipton, n. .m , wiin, on
aDd old blida In good condition.
I,"
made
May
lIomcsto,i(l Eiili'y.il)
dwelling of the heud Is frequently
o827l, for SEW, Sc 10 Twp. UN, jJN
caused by a tharp draft on the fowl,
Itatiire 3SK. N. M. V. Meridian, has vtl
from Foice Btnull knothole or" crack.
Grit must be provided for fowls, but riled notice of Intention to make
the sutstaiKe should b Eharp and of lTirill Vvn Vi i 1i-k- . f
,ltl..
ewe for poultry as for niun or animals. lish claim to tbe land above dcscrlh- To keep a hen In good health hn en, ocioro
r.ugetio J3. JiedpccoKe, t
ceds nearly tevt-- times more fresh S. Cornmlssioticr.
at Kndee.N. M on
air in proportion to her cle than does tin 27th
of
day
November,
the horse.
If .the hens are expected to lay-- Claimant names as witnesses:
heavily during the winter, they must Jtidd Mlllor, Sam E, C.rlder, J. II.
be eared for tvery month or the year. Miller and Ira Stemploall of T ptou,
and fed mere heavily us the fall New Mexico.
.
..
V.
months come on.
1.
I.
If you are In the thoroughbred poul:W
try business, do not sell your cull
stock alive. Dress It and ee that lin
(?)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
culls are uot worked onto tbo markets
as your particular grain.
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Sure Weed Destroyer.

by special methrds which
vuaco
iuoi, 10 hi iB3 or imminent
n..v succi-ssiun reservoir extending out from It
v
"u,tuj
Mnnt... m
danger to life.-L- ord
Just above this point, which is hol- car.
Salary and commission. Previous
low and has an opeuing at tbe botexperience desirable, but not estom. The reservoir has a discharge
sential. Whole time or spare
spout leadlug into the hollow point
Safe.
time. Address, with references,
aud a rubber bu!h, by naaus of pres
Daniel emcrgod from tho lions' den. J. F.
Fairbanks, Good Housesure tin which the contents of the
"They were library llous aud keeping
Magazine, 381 Fourth
reservoir are discharged through the, wouldn't hurt a fly." he explained.
Ave., New York City.
spout. Tula reservoir la filled with
tobacco juice or aorue other liquid
that will kill plant life. Tbe gardenCorn Fodder.
er then Inserts tbe point at tbe root
ine cnemisi lens us toat 70 per
of a weed and presses on the rubber bulb with his foot An Injection cent of the feeding value of corn
is thus squirted on the roots of the fodder Is below the car. It tbls be
weed, wblcb soon klUa Jt Compare true, how much do you lose by feedthis method with the laborious sys ing the fodder wholo when put in tbe
tern of pulling weeds up. one by on, silo the stalk Is worth about as much . Butter.
. .
20and tearing up the turf Into the bar- as the ear, and tbe ear has lost noue
of Its value?
Eggs
of
the wear and!
gain jto fsi? ncrWr.g
'5('
loo r on the' only hv's you'il
Chickens
ever'
5C to 35':
.
have.
Sumrrer Cains Ara Rapid.
Turkeys
Jt.oo to $1,25
The gains mado by chickens during :m:i Sic
ton
Heads,
per
$15, (,o
STACKING HAY FROM WAGONS the summer are rapid, and poultry
men are fast beginning to realize that Kaffir Corn heads per ton
15,00
Trolley May Be Arrarvged to Do the If they have largo healthy birds they Beans, per pound
arfR
must bave abundant ranee during the
Work In Fields Where There
Corrected weekly by
T. Me
" la Much Hay to Be Piled.
period when they are growing and
Daniels, grocery and feed store.
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Pres. Modero Inaugurated
Mexico City, Mex.,: Nov, 6.
Francisco I. Madero was today
inaiiRurated president of Mexico,
succeeding president de la Iiara
who filled in the gap after ths executive now sworn in bad coded
the rule of Porfirio Diaz,
The
ceremony took place before the
members'of Congress in the chamber of deputies.
The inauguration of. yice
pre.
jident, Jose Pino Suarei has
postponed to a date not
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WashioKton, Nov, 6. It can constructing this a wire cable one-hal-f
Inch thick Is required, says a y8it to Coney Island a few years ago,"
be difinately said that there will
the Farm, and Home. It raid Representative E. LI. Madison, of
not be any change in federal offi writerbe tomade
Kansas, one of the Insurgent leaders
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according
rials in Arizona and Mew Mexico to the requirementslength,
of the farm. In tho house, "and there we saw blazoned across the front of a building.
under the new state regime and
'A Real Kansas Cyclone.'
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that Richard E. Sloan and Wrr
have been a little homesick, but anyway we were going to show our loyH. Popo will be- the two fe'deral
to our state and we went In. As
alty
judges.
the curtains were pulled aside It re.
In New Mexico, Win. II. Pope,
vealed a beautiful little city nestling
In a valley between two. Ugh
at present chief justice of tbe
bills.
Believe Dic, all the. hJUs in Kansas
supreme court, is to be
piled one on top of the other would
Trolley Way Stacker.
made the federal district judge
not havo mado ono a quarter as high
and United States Marshall, For-ak- This cable Is attached to stakes in as the one that overshadowed tho
the ground and Is run up through a doomed city.
and U. S. district .
"Mrs. Madison looked at It a mln
attorney, crotch made. by. two loug poles at
Pavid J. L?aby will be continued either end of tbe stack. On this ca- ute. and theu turning to me said, 'Ed,
an. ordinary hay fork-- . A, if you had ever seen that hill In Kanin office.
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RED HAIR WAS NEW TO THEM
for

Indiana

a Long Tim
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That Whltt Man'i loalp Mutt
Hava Ban alftttd.

STEL
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Mart of
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inai Thta

N
Ar-nou-a

la Qna cf tha

of Apptndleltla.

tlio Indians In
ytm
Colorado know tut tlttlo or tin' white
mnn, and nothing; hcrrily of hla ways
it iiDhlti except from tradition.
Among the people who went to set- tit In Colorado nt that tiro waa a
mnn with ory red lialr. Ho and hla
party were thrown among the In
dlnna, who thought at flint that hla
hair waa painted, Jus aa they paint
ed thoir own bodies and faces.
An old chief came ip to him on
day and looked at hla hair very carefully.
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Tho onward inarch of civilization
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8hlrta being made for man ond not N". 02, Local Krt. K;-- t 10:30 p.m.
whlto flour. 8te?l from tho mill roll-erman
for hlrtn, every time a man guts
O.K. DENTON, Affent.
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minute ate and aa It goea round the a new ahlrt or one cornea back from
the laundry the moral uplift need the
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In
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every
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that more than tho
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Relieveo

There are two ways fi tr It If )otl
wean kidneys. Tim first It
through tmlna In the litn k. The sec
onil by esanilnlitg the kidney seerr
linns. If yon sus- .
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Hero's Proof

I hail

my back hurt in h Boar War
and In San KramWto two jtmis ago I
wu liil br Irnl car In tlx him pUc.
I into an ainu 01 ootw wiinoul iuo
ecu. 1 wo mttki
I u your liul.
ment In drug atort and got a bnill to
try. Tht hniappllcalioncauardlnalanl
relief, and now ictH fur a lliut alio-naa- a,
1 am almmt well."
FLKTCHKR NORMAN,
Wliluitr, Calif.

in

slightest trouble since."

Into account
"When Your Back Is Lame, Re
foi
member the Name DOAN'S." 50c a
pumpkins
Co.,
for Hallowe'en Itself, and it box at all stores. Foster-Milburis no Bl!nht demand, either, Buffalo, N. Y.
for It amounts to a con
NATURALLY A HIT.
sumption of thousands up
on thousands of pumpkins
every October, even with
out counting those which are
utilized in makinx Pies for
Thanksgiving feasts.
Hal
The
lowe'en use of the pumpkins
is, of course, for jack-o'-laterns. You will agree that it
would not be not merely su
perfluous, but little short of
an insult, to Insert any de
scription of these nocturnal
terrors for the timid.' Pity
the boy who has not in the halcyon days of his
youth openly or surreptiously carved the grinning
teeth, staring eyes, strong nose and expansive
ears that vested the placid pumpkin with a sudden ferocity worthy of the moat desperate cause.
Perhaps it were not well In all cases either to inquire too closely as to just bow the pumpkin was
Hut whatever be the means whereby
acquired.
The Rooster Our young friend,
It was apportioned to Its present purpose, it Is a
safe guess that its selection represents much Mr. Pig, is making a hit on the stage.
The Duck What is he playing?
care and thought and time spent in canvassing
The Rooster Ham-le- t
the possibilities and qualifications of candidates.
For be it known the sphere of vegetable gold that
is to be toted around with a candle Inside to
Deeo-Seaf- ed
frighten maiden Indies and youngsters In the first
s
or second render and the hapless passer by, must
SI
I
f
come close to certain rigid standards of form and
in
outline. And then, too4 It is not advisable to have
the "pumpkin heud" too big, although that Is a A Family Supply of Unequaled Couah
temptation, but when he Is prone to pick a
Remedy for 50c Money Repumpkin, the
sculptor will refunded If It Fails.
call that a
may be much more handy
Cousli medicines, aa a rule, rnntnin a.

to be ta.
the demand

Is

Sloan's Liniment U n great
remedy for backache It
penetrates and relieves
the pain instantly no rubbing necessary just lay
it on lightly.

wa, says: "I was
completely laid up
with kidney complaint and inflamrheuma
matory
tism. My limbs and feet were terri
bly swollen and so Inflamed I could
not walk for days. After doctors had
failed to help me. I began using Doan'i
Kidney Pills. Three botes cured me
so completely that I have not had th
I

ROBADLY

de-li-

Instantly

iisinn iumn

--

I

0UVAiNG

Backache

i
!

"

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT
d

n

mlichlevloua and mirthful Hallow-e'e- n
season ever stop to consider In
their frolicking how much they are
dependent upon the prosaic pumpkin, the principal ammunition for
Nature's golden
the
globe, so symbolic of all the glo
ries of autumn, is not only the ammunition, but
It is likewise the emblem of the mysterious holiday at the end of October. Furthermore, the
pumpkin, as it lies in the field or reposes In (he
market stalls, is so suggestive of a hundred pranks
that It might almost be denominated the inspiration of much of the Hallowe'en revels.

.
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is the best remedy for
rheumatism, neuralgia,
sore throat and sprains.

Miss E. Rim of Brooklyn, NX,
writes : "Sloan' Liniment Is the beat
for rheumatism. I hare used sis bottles of it and It Is grand."

n

SS

i

Sold by an Dealers,
Price, 25c, 50c um 11.00.

so? ftwar
11
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Sloan's

In

WW

Book
on

Horse a,

untie.

Hogs and
Poultry
sent free.
Address
OrlarlS.SIcin
Boston,
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Stops a

a nuni VI Shoe Polishes
feet In QusUlty. Larsreat In

uougii

Variety.
..fJ
They meet every rraulranu-n- t tnr unin.
pollialug shoes of all kinds sad colors.
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lartfe proportion of plain syrup a good ingredient, but one that anyone can make.
A pint of granulated sugar, with
pint
of warm water, stirred for 2 minutes, irives
as
good syrup as money can buy.
you
not lie ot t'niex, nuxeu in a
bottle
with home-madpint
simar svrun.
gives you a full pint of really better cough
could
than
for
syrup
you
buy
12.50. There's a clear saving ot $2.00. Full
directions in package.
And money couldn't buy a quicker,
better remedy. Takes hold at once, gives
almost mutant relief, and usua Iv stoDa
the inoKt obstinate.
pntiirh in
24 hours.
It stimulates the appetite, is
slightly laxative and has a plenwint taste
children take it willingly. Splendid for
hoarseness, asthma, client nnina. anil other
tluoat troubles, and uneoualed for prompt
reniius m wnooping coagli.
l'inex is a special and highly concentrated compound of imported Norway
White Pine extract, and in rich in ornninrnl
anil other natural healing pine elements.
Simply mix it as directed with urnmr nvrun
or strained honey, and it is ready for use.
Used in more homes in the U. 8. and
Canada than any other cough remedy.
l'inex has often been imitated, but never
successfully, for nothing else will produce
the same results. The genuine is guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction or money
refunded.
Certificate
of ituarantee
is
our druggist
wrapped in each package.
has Pinex or will get it for vou. If not,
send to The Pinex Co., 234 Slain St., Ft.
!
uj tie, juu.

t
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ready-mixe-
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It

is oil very well to talk

about the advantages

of the modern quiet and decorous Hallowe'en In
contrast to the rather more boisterous ones that
were formerly the rule and are yet In in some
localities but whatever the form of celebration
It would assuredly lose all Its seRt for juvenile
made
America without the grinning
withMoreover,
ye
by
pumpkins.
plump
possible
out the vlvidhued orbs the Hallowe'en hostess
would be at a loss for decorative effects at dinner
and party. And finally, without the wealth of the
.pumpkin's mellow Inferior we should one and all
lie deprived of that supreme dellcucy the pumpkin pie which Is our nounden right on Hallowe'en
even If some crabbed old doctor does deny It to
ua all the rest of the year.
No one, probably, has the Imagination to predict how we could get along without the pumpkin
at this prankish time, because not within the
memory of the oldest Inhabitant have we been
without these harbingers of the waning year. We
can Imagine Christmas without a tree illuminated
by the tiny electric lamps or conceive a St. Valentine's day without those convenient and economical post card valentines, because It was not
no many years ago that we knew not these holiday adjuncts. Rut Hallowe'en without pumpkins!
Why, It Is too preposterous to give credence even
for a moment. As well try to Imagine a Christmas without mistletoe or mince pie; a Memorial
day without flags; or a Fourth of July without
fireworks.
Yet for all that It Is the pumpkin and Its contents that gives "go" to the Hallowe'en celebration;
this glory of the autumn corn field has never
been accorded much formal notice by an unresponsive world. To be sure, some homely poet
putting Into verse the look of things In the period
known as the afternoon of the year, does make
some passing reference to the "front on the pumpkin," or something of that sort, but what kind
of recognition Is that for a vegetable the very
sight of which Is enough to make one's mouth
water. It ought to have a monument or be the
subject of commendation by congress, says the
enthusiast on Hallowe'en. Instead of such commendation (whisper the fact In shame) the
United States government, which gets out countless books on all sorts of fruits and flowers and
vegetables and bugs, has never devoted so much
as a pamphlet to the rotund delicacy hasn't.
Indeed, deigned to notice his majesty of Hallowe'en except to Rive a few hints to housewives who
may desire to can pumpkins, as though that were
At fate for so useful a holiday adjunct.
Out for all that there Is so little lure relative to
the history and antecedants of tho pumpkin and
perhaps this Is, after all, In keeping with Halloween stealth It Is known that the pumpkin Is a
distinctively American delicacy. The aborigines
of North America planted It among their corn
.

deen-Reate-

m
&.tmt fArr or ms mDtt nor
A HAUOW'ff PUMPKltl
long before the first white man tet foot on the
continent (If tradition Is to be believed), and we
have followed much the same custom to this day.
Of course, pumpkins are raised In other environment than In corn field, but no other surroundings seem so appropriate for the heralds of the
fall festivals
to
Every true Irlerid of the pumpkin Is Iorc-admit that the name It bears Is a pleblan one tor
so royal a fruit. Its name has not only proven a
but has resulted
disadvantage In some rexrn-ctH- ,
In the pumpkin being confused
with certain
other products of the farm. As every person who
goes in quest of a pumpkin for llnllowe'en plots
can well attest, there Is only one form of pumpkin
that Is worthy the name and occasion that
shapely orb of Jny, round as a hall and with Its
glossy surface tinted a more vivid orange than
the orange fruit Itself. And yet there are people
who confuse tho only and original simon-purpumpkin with Its numerous cousins, none of
which have Its traditions or claims to distinction.
Just because tho pumpkin belongs to tho same
family as tho summer and crookneck squashes
and the common, Inedible gourds Is no reason
why anybody should confuse thetn as ono and
tho same thing. Why, even the squashes that
approach most nearly to tho pumpkin In color
lack Its symmetry of form.
The uses of the pumpkin are certainly as varied,
as of any fruit or vegetable, but whatever Its
mission It comes Into Its own along about Hallowe'en. For one thing, that Is tho height of tho
harvest season for the pumpkin, and the people
who are canning tho delicacy or stocking the
cellar are busy now. as are likewise those housewives who are utlll.ing the fleshy layer, that in
found Just born at h the rind of the pumpkin, for
"stufllng" for tho most famous of pies tho kind,
you know, that tho little boy objected to becHiise
they "mussed up his ears." And. finally, there

Surely the Age of Paper
Its Use Becoming Universal Hard to
Hlalno struck the fancy of the country
Set
Limit en the Posby saying In an address at. a colieKo
sibilities.
commencement that the nature ol our
A neport

from

Lynn,

Mass.,

an-

nounces that the police of that city
are to be provided with clubs made
of paper Instead of hickory. The new
clubs will be harder, tougher and more
durable than the old. In a new direction, then, paper Is to take the place
of wood.
Some twenty years ago James U.

d

civilization Is fairly Illustrated by tho
fact that the wheels of the car that
brought him to Washington and the
nnpkln given him at the commence
ment luncheon were made of the satin
material as that upon which ha had
written his speech. The wheels, the
napkin and the stationery were all or
paper. Rut since the time of lllalne

d

the event that It Is necessary to beat any hasty
retreats on the eventful night.
The
Hallowe'en
hostess depends

in

more upon the pumpkin than she does upon Ice
creams, the popcorn, the fudge or any of the
other necessities of the frolics at the end of Indian summer. A substitute might be found for
any of the eatlbles, but there Is no substitute for
the pumpkin as a Hallowe'en decoration. Most
of the pumpkins that thus go to add to tho jollity
of the occasion arc tho bona fido products of the
farm, but of lute years make believe pumpkins
have made their appearance at many an entertainment. It Ih that they All a special niche In
the scheme of things rather than that they have
U;en required by any shortage of tho real pumpkin crop. Tho situation may be explained by an
Your ingenious hostess employes tho
example.
real pumpkins halved or with an opening at the
top, or slashed with the outlines of a Jack's visage, as shades for the candles that are deemed
to give sulTIc lent Illumination for such a spooky
occasion, but hlie has miniature pumpkins fashioned from colored cardboard as place cards at
tho supper table, and the favors for the guests
In tho form of pumpkins illlod
are candy Iiox-with pumpkin colored candy.
It might be supposed that a
Is a
Jack o' lantern, and that thero Is very little
between the reincarnated pumpkins, but
any student of this class of sculpture can assure
you that there are wide differences that dlHtln-gult-tho different "schools." Tho boys whose
m.ie uioiigni is or tn
Impression to bo made
by tho flaming countenance looking out from tho
pumpkin bestow all their thought Usm the facial
features that are to ho thrown Into relief by the
candlelight from Inside of tho pumpkin, whereas
tho hostess whose pumpkin sentries are
posted In
well lighted rooms is wont to embellUh a
plain
countenance with black or white eyebrows and
iistnches and other suppotiodly life llko touches.

i-

tho use of paper has been carried far
beyond the limits that excited his admiration. Who could then have foreseen that the policeman's club would
he mado of It?
It Is as hard to set the limits to' the
possibilities of paper as lo those of
Wo have paper wheels and
rubber.
rubber tires
Already there Is talk
of paving streets with rubber surfaces
and perhaps tho foundation may he. of
We are soon lo be
pnplcr tnai Int.
required to carry paper drinking cups
along with handkerchiefs as a part
of the necessary equipment of dress.
Hy and by the whole dress may bo pa

Some Shakespeare Statistic!.
A Shakespearian enthusiast with a
turn for statistics has discovered that
the plays contain 106,007 lines and
814,780 words.
"Hamlet" Is the long-es- t
play, with 3,9.10 lines, and the
"Comedy of Errors" the shortest,
with 1,777 lines. Altogether the plays
contain 1,227 characters, of which 167
are females. The longest part Is that
of Hamlet. The part with the longest
word In It Is that of Costard in "Ixve's
Labor Lost," who tells Moth that he
Is "not so long by the head as

11

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

That's Why You're

Tired-- Out

Have No Appetite.
CARTER'S LITTLE
I IVFR PII I S

Cart

will put you right
in a lew cays.

y

They doX

their duty.
CureCon--

el Sorts

--

X

qniTTLE

af

II IYER
II PILLS.
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stipation,

Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

'
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Important to Mothers

jtfTi

Signature
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
About tho only proof a woman needs
Is In love with a man Is to
feel perfectly sure thnt she isn't.

that sho

Pr. I'iprce's Pellets, small,
rsny to take us candy, reflate and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels. Do not gripe.
siiRnr-eoate-

Dangerous.
Newhrido lloo, boo! Henry
threw a mko at mo. One that 1 mado
myself, too!
Mother The monster!
Ho might
have killed you.

Hed (Vons Hair Hhie makes the Imiiidrexa
lumpy, male clot lira whiter than hiiow.

A Poor Recommendation,
"Well." her friend said, "bo seems to
be able to mitku an honest living "
"Yes," she replied, "but, heavens,
who wants to marry a man of that
kind nowadays?"

4

WHITTEMORK BROS. & CO.,
iiur..i unu 1j ir hi jnanviactu
of
Shoe Polishes tn tht World.

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOKIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
m
Dears the

Many a man's deficiency In dollars
is due to his deficiency In sense.

Mrs.

the only ladles shos dreaalnt
lat positively contains OIL. Blacks and Pollahe
.dies' and children's boots and shoes, shines)
'Ithoat rabbins, itv. "French Oloas," luc.
DANDY combluatlou for cleaning and pollthlnf
1 kinds
of russet or tan shoes, 8SO. "Star" ilic, loo.
tor iifntlcmi-KI.ITK coiublnnUun
who take
Drlile In havlna thi-l- r shoos look AI Restores color
Polish with n, bruah
and lustre to all black shm-- s
or rliitb. 26 cents. " lUliy Kllte" alie 10 cents.
If your dealer doea not keen the kind too want.
send us his address ami the price in stamps for
a full slie pwkaire.

Mere Bagatelle.
"Hut, father," said the beautiful girl,
"remember that he Is rich as well as
handsome.".
"Rich nothln'i" replied the stern old
man, "I'll bet he hasn't more than
12,000,000 to his name."

Fortunately, wo can pay for all
theso thliiKs with paper money.

por.
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METALLIC HEELS

AND COUNTERS
Insure Your Shoes

Miners, Quarrymen, Farmers, and Outside
Workers
can double the wear of their shoes by ntttaf shoes
"" metallic heels. These heels are
thin leather, support the counters, savs shoe lighter
money
by doubling wear. Sold by shoe dealera ready fitted,
pr fitted to an shoe by your cobbler. If your dealer
i suppuca, write us. lour inquiry brines a
booklet.

",

UNITED SHOC MACHINEIT CO.

.
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grocer.

It pnys to be honest
your employer.

at lenst

It pays

I
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BOSTON, MASS.
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to
remember
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COLT DISTEMPER
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Way Thty Picture 'Em,
Firm Illustrator.
"(irmt Hcott,

mnti! you'ri) painting thut Hilc an
awful kI.p!"
Hccoiid Ditto "I know it. Jfa to be
used in a nursery stock latulogut'."-Juilg- e.

REAL PRODUCT

OF

THE

COW

Statement aa to Amount of Butter Fat
Ha Got a Reward.
"When the teacher heard mn swear,
she HHketl inu where I hnrncd It."
"What did you toll her?"
I
"Oh! I didn't give you away;
blamed It on the parrot."
A Tragic Proposition.

"I see you play Hamlet," remarked
the novice,
"I do," admitted Yorlck Hamm.
"It's a tragedy, Isn't It?"
"Nearly alwaya."
A Wlaa Fortune Teller.
While crossing the East Boston
ferry the other evening a little fellow
approached me saying: "Tell yer for
tune for a nickel, mister."
After a few words with the young
fellow I consented. He took my hand
and said: "At first I thought you
were going to become a rich man, but
It's al loff now."
I asked him the reason.
"Well, you see, boss, anybody who
Darts with his money on a scheme like
I played you for will never be one of
them financiers."
I gave him another nickel for his
philosophy. Boston Traveler.

Produced Made Instead of Quantity of Butter.
A

correspondent asks why we say a
produced a certain quantity of
butter fat Instead of butter. lie says
he wants to know how much butter
the cow gave and not how much fat.
The amount of butter fat is given because it is the real product of the
cow and because It can be accurately
determined, whereas the amount of
cow

flu
Babcock Tester.

butter made from a cow's milk is not
always an accurate Indicator of her
r
leaves
production. If the
20 per cent, of water in his butter the

Short on Currency.
"Did she marry the man who res
cued her?"
cow's record will show up much bet"Yes, and now she's discovered that ter than if he keeps the water down
her life was the only thing he ever to 15 per cent. If we give cow's recsaved."
ords in terms of butter the amount of
moisture In the butter must also be
Located.
if given in terms of
Willis What became of the fellow stated, whereas
record
is absolute, and
butter
fat
the
who constructed the watch with 10,000
no analysis to determine moisture in
separate pieces?
Gillls I think I've got one of his butter is necessary. . The cow produces butter fat; man makes butter
automobiles now. Puck.
out of it. It Is the cow's product and
Bad for Pa.
not what somebody makes out of it
"Say, ma, does God see everything that should be credited to the cow.
we do?"
But our correspondent wants to know
"Yes, my child."
how much butter a cow gives. If the
"Even the little things around the butter is properly made the amount of
house, ma in the hall and dining fat will be about
of the
room and all around?"
of butter. Some calculate
quantity
"Yes, my child, everywhere."
of the butter,
is
After a moment's sympathetic con- that the fat
80 per cent, fat cannot
but
butter
only
templation in profound silence;
butter-make-

five-sixth-

four-fifth-

"Gee, I wouldn't like to be pa."
Lippincott's.

A Business Suggestion.
Bobby had worn his mother's patience to the 'limit.
"You are a perfect little heathen!"
she remarked, giving way at last.
"Do you mean It?" demanded
Bobby.
"I do indeed," said his mother.
"Then say, Ma." said Bobby, "why
can't I keep that ten cents a week you
gimme for the Sunday school collection? I guess I'm as hard up as any
of the rest of 'era." Harper's Week-

ly.

Something to Show.
"Do you mean to tell me," demand-e- d
Mr. Sllllcus angrily, "that you actually ordered $10 worth of groceries
of a total stranger, at prices less than
any wholesale dealer can buy them,
and paid for them in advance?"
"Yes, that's what I Bald," replied
his better half.
"And you hadn't sense enough to
see that it was a barefaced swindle!"
roared Sillicus. "Well your money's
gone now, and you have nothing to
show for It."
"Why, yes I have, John," said his
wife. "I have this man's receipt for
the money." Lippincott's.
Precocious Willie.

"Pa!" came little Willie's voice from

the darkness of the nursery.
Pa gave a bad Imitation of a snore.
He was tired and did not wish to be
disturbed. "Pa!" came the little voice again. .
"What is it, Willie?" replied his
father, sleepily.
"Turn in here. I want to ast you
sumpin'," said the lltte voice.
So pa rose up from his down couch
and putting on his bathrobe and slip-

pers, marched Into the nursery.
"Well, what is It now?" he asked.
"Say, pa," Bald little Willie, "If you
was to feed the cow on soap would she
give shaving cream?" Harper's Weekly.
HOMESEEKERS
EXCURSION
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
MEXICO POINTS DURING 1911.

On the first and third Tuesdays of
each month during the entire year
The Colorado and Southern Railway will sell round trip homeseekers'
excursion tickets to a great many
points in New Mexico and Texas at
greatly reduced rates. Final rlimit
25 days allowing
liberal stop-oveFor detailed Information,
privileges.
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colorado and Southern agent or address T.
E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
Denver, Colo.
AMf Dealer In all kind of MKR-HU- H
It LUUlV CHANDIHE. Mammoth cataBlake. Denver
log mailed rree. Cor. ltth
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swelleat
tha
Birthday
Christmas
and Saucer, IS:
Bait and Pepper, ll.BO; Bread and Butolive Dish, $1.26 ; Spoon
ter,
Tray, $1.J5; Cake Plate, 13.00; Cream
and Sugar, 12.80 up. Will execute
work tn any design Kuaarnteed satisfactory order now for Holidays.
Mrs. II. T. Ilnmer, 2402 K. Colfax Ave.
Denver, Coloardo.
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LIKES GUERNSEY COW

BEST

Choice Calves Secured and They Grew
Large at Early Age Corn Silage
la Indispensable.
My chief attention in the cattle line
Is with the Guernsey. The calves run

with their mothers until perfectly normal. This gives me choice calves, and
they grow large at an early age. The
calves are allowed to eat what they

Tfe

Excellent Type of Guernsey.

will on sicht. After they have reached
the proper age they are fed whole corn
and wheat bran and all the good hay
they will eat. Even on grass I give
the calves some grain. I prefer to
keep the cattle tied in separate staus
excent the cow that calves. These are
placed In box stalls. The cows are
turned out daily in the winter time.
An open shed has been provided, however, so that in rough weather they
have good shelter. The cows are fed
twice each day, says a writer in an ex
change.
1 am
planning to build a silo very
ahortlv. so as to have silage for future
years. I am satisfied that corn sllago
is Indispensable in feeding beef cat-tiand that it is one of the most
economical means of providing rough
age food yet devised.
p

Caring for Cream.
The dairy bureau of the department
of agriculture at Washington recently
received letters rrom nearly auu
creameries, located in 27 states, In
which they report the amount of sour
cream received to be
or
from S to 100 per cent, of the total re
GO
per
ceipts, and the average shows
or
cream
to be
inferior
cent, of the
quality.
In order to overcome the great loss
necessarily sustained from the sale of
butter made from poor cream, a
the
.
- mimKAff
nrA- now
nf .ranmoriea
.
large uuuiwci w.
for
it ac
and
cream
paying
buying
cording to quality, ana tney are rebutceiving a premium for the finest

NEW

TREATMENT OF SCOURS

Mysterious Diataat Among Calvec
Successfully Treated by Prof. WIN
son of Canadian Collage.
A some lint
Important step In vet
erlnn ry medicine has been iit.'ide by
Professor Wilson nf the Harper-Anms Agricultural college, snys I he
Canadian Farm.
Home farmers In
Kulop Imd suffered heavy loss by a
mysterious disease (imon k their calves
which was so deadly that not on escaped. They showed signs of illness
at about two days old and got worse
until they died about a week later. The
farmer who appealed to the college for
iisclstnnee had never been able to rear
a single calf of his own breeding.
Those boimht at n fortniKht old did
Professor Wilson after
quite well.
examinations diagnosed
it us a form of septicaemia or blood
nolsoning, and after un ineffectual
attempt to shut out the malignant
germs by ligation and disinfection of
the naval cordB, hit upon the Idea of
giving lactic acid bacilli In skimmed
milk during the first day and gradually Introducing
the dam's milk but
still continuing the lactic acid bacilli
until the ninth day, when ordinary
rations were reached. This treatment
has been singularly successful and not
a single calf has been lost since.
What Is of more general importance,
however, is that this treatment is
proving effective in the much more
prevalent disease, white scours in
calves, and the principle may not stop
here.
Setting bacilli to kill bacilli
may yet prove a fundamental principle
In animal medicine and it is possible
that great developments may arise out
of investigations along these lines.
post-morte-

Torriblo Oufforlng

Whtft tha World Was Mad.
r turned from her first
Mn mIii
sa Hsked
S' Ii'kiI she
to
vlut
They Are as Good for tha foul,
tciama All Over laby'l tody.
liMf she hud lenrned.
Holmts Stays, aa Water for
'When
In
si days,
my lnlv mn four month" ol4
'find tiiade the world
the Body.
r.t'tiin and at
snd whs iiDstid on (lie seventh diiy," hi f.iis hii.ke out with
of sue his Inc. lnn'U nod
monllx
sistern
.
of
wn
in r w rslon
the lesson Impart-rd- arum went in a drrs'lful
Th
lnti
One inn?! lie eiliiriited, ho ilouM, to
W'r had
rpri'Nil nil oer his Imdv.
Lippincott's.
umlerMaiiil IIih more ((implex nnd difnd
to put a iini.k or viol Ii uvrr ln f.i'-ferent kinds of in islcal cofnpoiiltloii.
tie n' hi" Imii'l". Futility w Kvr hint
It
Whsra
,
Belonged.
here you know
Sii'"iinirillii and in s few months
(Jo to tlio concerts
lii
"Whi re are you going?"
tvns entirely cured. Todiiy ha is
thut tliu Minnie Is good, and that you
hiviltliy Uy." Mrs. lues Iawu, I In ring,
"To fetch son e water, aorr."
ought to like it whether you do or not.
Muine.
trouin
those
"What,
a
disreputable
or
once
twice
mimic
a
hath
Take
lliHid'a SiirsiipHrilla cures blood diwaaea
week for a few reasons, and you will sers?"
ami builds
the system.
re pail."
"No, sorr, In this
llnd that It Is to the soul what the
(let it Unlay in ukiihI liquid form off
rhucolaU'd tuhlcts called Sarajatabts
Opinion.
water bath is to the body. I wouldn't
trouble myself about the affectations
of people who go to this or that series
of concerts chiefly because it is fashionable. Some of these people whom
we think ko silly will perhaps find,
sooner or later, that they have a dormant faculty which is at last waking
up, and that they who came because
others came, nnd began by staring at
the audience, are listening with a new-l- y
FOR COLDS AND HEADACHES, INDIGESTION AND SjOUR
found delight. Everyone of us has
STOMACH, CAS AND FERMENTATION, CONSTIPATION AND
a harp under the bodice or walBtcoat,
BILIOUSNESS, WITH MOST SATISFACTORY RESULTS.
and if It can only once get properly
strung and tuned it will respond to all
Oliver Wendell
outside hanponies.
Holmes.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
TAKE

EVER

MUSIC

A

BATH7

Win liitlx

JhI

f

MILLIONS

FAMILIES

ELIXIRS SENNA

PIMPLES

ON FACE

IN THE CIRCLE

3 YEARS

ON EVERY PACKAGE 0FTHE GENUINE

"l was troubled with acne for three
long years. My face was the only part
affected, but It caused great disfigurement, also suffering and loss of sleep.
At first there appeared red, hard
pimples which later contained white
matter. I suffered a great deal caused
by the itching. I was In a state of
perplexity when' walking the streets
or anywhere before the public.
"I used pills and other remedies but
MILK STOOL WITH A HANDLE they failed completely. I thought of
giving up when nothing would help,
Cutl-cur- a
Not So Liable to Be Thrown In Cor- - but something told me to try the
sent
for
I
and
Ointment.
Soap
ner or Dropped Behind Cow to
a Cuticura Booklet which I read careAccumulate Dirt.
fully. Then I bought some Cuticura
If a milk stool has no handle on it, Soap and Ointment and by following
one is, liable to throw it in the corner the directions I was relieved in a few
washor drop it behind the cow, and with days. I used Cuticura Soap for
Cuticura
the
and
applied
face,
my
ing
soon
this careless treatment it
gets
Ointment morning and evening. This
treatment brought marvelous results
so I continued with It for a few weeks
I can
and was cured completely.
RemCuticura
the
that
truthfully say
edies are not only all, but more than
Dau-me- l,
they claim to be." (Signed) G.
1015 W. 20th Place, Chicago, 111.,
May. 28, 1011. Although Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. are sold by drugHandy Stool.
gists and dealers everywhere, a sambook, will
ple of each, with
very dirty, and from it the dirt is be mailed free on application
to
carried on the hands to the teats, from "Cuticura," Dept. 28 K, Doston.
whence it drops into the pall, says
a writer in the Farm and Home. The
For Crampa.
Illustration shows how I make my
candlewick
A piece of
milk stools with a handle on them. It worn around the
in the garter
leg
is easy to grab this h'andle and one
place, next to the skin, will prevent,
Is generally careful to set the stool
cure, cramp in the calf of the leg
or,
down upon Its legs.
or in the foot. I have proved this by
personal experience; I believe this
would prove effectual in preventing
CREAM
OF
CARE
PROPER
Bwlmmers' cramp; those liable to
cramp while In the water would be
Excellent Plan la to Have Shotgun
wise to try it. Cottonbatting, wrapdeliver
and
Each
for
Can
Milking
ped round the body from the arm pits
Good, Clean Product.
downward, Baved the life of a man
It is useless to ask your butter-make- r suffering agony from painters' cramp;
to turn out a first class product It gave almost Instant relief. National Magazine.
with cream that has been abused before it is delivered.
Chirograph.
Of course, the cream must be kept
"Ethelinda writes a very peculiar
cool all the time. You cannot make
e good product by keett'ng It in a hand," said Maude.
"Yes," replied Mayme, "it's just a
warm room.
lot of straight lines and angles. When
A better way to take care of the
cream is to have a shotgun can for you read It, you have to guess at the
each milking. Just before going to spelling, the same as Bhe does."
the factory, empty all this Into the
Whenever you have a pain think of
shipping can and deliver a good, clean TTnmlins
Wizjird Oil. For Headache,
product.
Toothache, Karache, Stomach ache, and
If you must keep the separator in many other painful ailments there is noththe barn, have a good, tight partition ing better.
making a clean, sanitary separator
Some men never succeed in putting
room.
their best foot forward because they
Harmful bacteria may be harbored
one it is
In the filth upon the walls and floor are unable to decide which
of the separator room. See that there
BEAUTIFUL POST CARDS FREE
Is liO filth there.
t uit Terr choiBend 1c stamp for bt ismplea
32-pa-
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OF THE GENUINE SYRUP
OF FIGS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS
MANUFACTURERS TO OFFER IMITATIONS, IN ORDER TO
THE WONDERFUL POPULARITY

MAKE A LARGER PROFIT
CUSTOMERS.
OR WHAT

AT THE EXPENSE OF THEIR

IF A DEALER ASKS WHICH SIZE YOU WISH,
MAKE YOU WISH, WHEN YOU ASK FOR

SYRUP OF FIGS AND ELDUR OF SENNA, HE IS PREPARING TO DECEIVE YOU TELL HIM THAT YOU WISH THE
BY THE CALIFORNIA FIG
GENUINE, MANUFACTURED
SYRUP

ALL RELIABLE

CO

THERE IS BUT ONE GENUINE
fACTURED

BY

DRUGCISTS

KNOW THAT

AND THAT IT IS MANU.

THE CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO

ONLY
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PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS. NEAR THE BOTTOM. AND IN
THE CIRCLE.NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKACE.OF THE
GENUINE ONE SIZE ONLY. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
DRUGGISTS
REGULAR PRICE SOt PER BOTTLE.
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SYRUP OF FIGS AND EUXIR OF SENNA IS ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OF
LADIES AND CHILDREN. AS IT IS MILD AND PLEASANT GENTLE AND EFFECTIVE, AND
ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM OBJECTIONABLE INGREDIENTS. IT IS EQUALLY BENEFICIAL,
FOR WOMEN AND FOR MEN. YOUNG AND OLD FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGIST.
ALWAYS BUY THE GENUINE.

California
W.

L

Fig Syrup Cot
DOUGLAS

2.50, '3.00, 3.50 & M.00 SHOES
Men and Women wear W.LDouglaa shoes
because they are tha best shoes produced in
this country for tha price. Insist upon bar
ins them. Taka no other make.

THE STANDARD OF QUALITY

FOR OVER 30 YEARS
The assurance that goes with an established reputation is your assurance in buying
W. L. Douglas shoes.
K I could take you into my large factories
at Brcckton, Mass., and show you how
carefully W.LDouglas shoes are made, you
would then understand why they are warranted to hold their shape, fit better and
wear Ion ger than any other make (or th? price
-

PSIITiriN T,,e ffftntilnft liars W. L. Iouiclai
imnie nU( ,,rlce stamped on not loin
It you cannot obtain W. L Douglas sIhm'S in
write for catalog. Phoxa nnt dlrmt ONE PAIR of my HOTS 3.S.fM)or
Jour town,
factory to wearer, all I'hurgn prnpalj. V.I H3.00 SHOKH will mini! Ively out war
DOUULAM, 14S hnark bU, JUrovktou, Mass. TWO rAIUSoI ordinary boys' shoo

cer Uold Bmbosmd Blrtndtr, flower and Motto
Putt Carda; beautiful colon and lorelleat dmUiim.
An Foot Card Club, 731 Jackson St., Tupeka, Kaiwaa

P
It is well known that milk absorbs
impurities.
Don't shut the cows from the stable
or shed too early.
Spray each cow just before milking nighr and morning.
Don't breed heifers too young unless

ycu wish a dwarfed breed.
Milkers should wash their hands
thoroughly before milking.
Never let cans of milk stand in the
sun awaiting transportation.
Milk should be left In the bottle in
which it has been delivered, until
used.
A cow that is a small eater will bear
ter.
watching. She la pretty sure to be a
small producer.
The warmer the milk the quicker
Importance of Water.
The dairy farmer who has any re- the bacteria multiply and the quicker
gard at all for his reputation ought the milk will sour.
A herd of good dairy cows la the
to be especially careful about his wa
ter supply, for It Is a matter of rec best Insurance against hard times or a
ord that serious outbreaks of typhoid slump In prosperity.
are very often traceable to the imThe palls used for feeding the
pure water supply where the milk is calves should be, scalded regularly
made.
every time they are used.
One man says the first year of
Price of Butter.
milking Is the proper time in which
When farmers can get 25 cents or to make the foundation for a persistmore for a fair quality of butter, as at ent milker.
It Is quite customary among dairypresent, there is money in It for them
and they can afford to give that branch men to quit feeding calves skim milk
of husbandry a great deal more atten- when they attain the age of eight to
nine months.
tion than they do.

Giving other people the best of it
is a good investment. And besides
it may not cost you anything.
Mm. Wrnnlow's 6oothln(r Syrnp for Children

tetuluir, softens the gums, reduces Inflajnma
Uoo, allaya pain, o urea wind eolio, 35e

buttle.

thinks a man Is sensible
he tells her that she is handsome.

A woman
If

If

clear,
you wish beautiful,
clothes, use Red Cross Uag Blue.
good grocers.
A man

is a

put-u-

can't kick

p

If

A

white,
At all

J$N&
S

lamps and
Lanterns

Scientifically constructed to give
most light for the oil they burn.
Easy to light, clean and rewick.

In numerous finishes and styles, each the
best of its kind.
Ask your desler to show yon bis 11ns of Riyo Limps and
Laoitrns, or writs for llluitnled booklets direct
to sny siener of ths
'

his monument

Continental 03 Company
( Incorporated)

job.

No Man is Stronger
Than His Stomach
A strong

man ia strong all over. No man can be
strong1 who is suffering from weak stomach with its

consequent indigestion, or from soma other disease
of the stomach and ita associated organs, which impairs digestion and nutrition. For when the stomach
is weak or diseased there ia loaa of the nutrition
contained in food, which ia the source of all physical
man "doesn't feel just right,"
strength. When
a
when he doesn't sleep well, has aa
feeling in tha stomach after eating, ia languid, nervous, Irritable and despond
cat, he is losing the nutrition needed to make strength.
Sac a mmm ahoald aaa Dp. Plerce'e Gefafea JsTesflca
efasnaea aae? aMar
DJscorery. It cares afiseasee af
rimn af dlimmtiom aaa mmtritiom. It earcaaa tae Meae?,
arliormtea Ma Ilrer, trmmthtmm th kldmeyn, jsewrfaaea
thm nerve, mad mo tiiVES HEALTH XND STMUUHGTM TO
THE WHOLE BODY.
You can't afford to accept a secret nostrum aa a substitute for this noa
alooholio medicine or known composition, not even though the urgent dealer
may thereby make a little bigger profit. Ingredients printed on wrapper.
unoor-fortsbl-

ce

Trapping Time Is Soon Here
SoGet Posted Wc Furnish Frei Coetccr
QUOTATIONS ON

RAW FURS

A POSTAL CARD
rOMV BRINKS
A LIST

ta

fr

Mmr

vv

NO COMMISSION

a

CHARGED

WE ARE DIRECT BUYERS
Ihc HouseIhat Rarciv Loses a Ship

LOTZ BROS.

1

13 115 ELM

St StLOUIS

DEFIinCECclJUttcrSttrc
Oaakoa
laundry work a pleasur. Moa. pkav

FOR ALL
EYE PAINS
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

la

1

42-18- 11.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more goods brighter snd faster cotors than sryotherdye. One 10c packape colors all fibers. TVydyatacyraterbetterthansTrrwrfcrdye. Yost cast
dye sny garment without ripping spart. Write lor tree booklet How to Dye. Bleach and Mix Colors. MONROE PHUG CUM PANT. Qnfcscy, tlW
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have

tiaes
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a week
year,

nil

it
tl will
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lots

more tblo than tbe t winning after
noon leas the other girls have. Anita
of Turiiia tofhas the damnum
; fee cups you ever saw.
"You say to your last le'.rtr that
joi're gill 0'J had my wardrobi rut
In such good order during tbe rprtcg
"Darst mothtr." wroit Halt, "tt vacation, so there won't bo any tew
tco good to b true tost school rng to do when I get bom this time
rally cloiM boxi Wt4a4ar. If It Why, mother, precious, bow can I you
am
xim
voroal lor my eDtmlstry
think my clothes stay In order?
whlea scam mt to
jerfcetly deitlt Jt. My tailor s ilt Is
ara just awful. Yoi know tae jacket U
srd that iwM! test Usion
to
aava
la
Franca
Friday
foici
estlroly too Ictg for tSI stwn ami
-- 1 Juat know I'll taU-- l'd
be la tb
H right. My
the, collar never did
Hue messallne evening gown ts terriatvbta bMTvn, for I an ptrfuctiy
at tt thought or rtelrg you bly tlfcht. I don't see bow 1 got go fat,
ad dad and little NtJ
doing gym every day, too. Isn't It a
"Tbat reminds tut. I bnpe you artist shame? And the chiffon on It la dreadictUcg Xed uit tlitt tftittu racquet 1 fully uussy.
Uft at borne Tbe oca I bave ture got
My tan crepe la all tight, but so
wt. I ltt It on tbe caurta od day soiled that I wouldn't even wear It to
a ad It rained very uui'ipcrtcily Md a liiifchumn frolic, and my foulard s
So dou'l tut just aa bad. That blue and white
a)t course li s ruined.
Ned play with my other one, for be Is rlsgham you sent me is my heart's deto careless tbat something would be light. All tbe girls think It's so good
sure to happen to It If be took It I looking. I've worn It almost every
don't want to have to go to the ex- day and yesterday 1 acidulated It In
pense of buying a now raosuet tbU cbcrcistry lab. It's a sight now, with
seat id. for I know It co?ta dad a lot to all tbe color out of the front broadth.
beep me at school and ! do no want to My old white sailor suit Is fo short
tome back next fall, for 1 liko It bettor tbat I look a perfect fright In It.
than I did the flrt year.
"My pink marquisette is In pretty
good condition, but you know, mother
"Md I tell you that we have
.tear, it's not this year's model, and I
acquainted with com of tbe tech couldn't poeslbly wear It to Thau Howtoya? Tbey are great. The dean ard's dauce. 1 have just received an
thaperoned five of ua to the tech ju- Invitation to his coming or ago party,
Sbe'a auch an old which will be the Tuesday after I get
nior promenade.
dear. She alept nearly all tbe evening home, so please have a dressmaker In
in her chair and we had the loveliest the house when I arrive Thursday, so
lime. I wore my pink marquisette wc can get right to work on a party
Kb a mallne snood. All the girls frock. Do you think an embroidered
aaM It wa
awfully fetchingthe white vollle would be pretty? There's
a!!ne In my hair, 1 moan. Tbe dress a senior wbo baa one which her aunt
to a UtUe passe. I must have more sent from Paris. It's a perfect love,
frocks text year.
and aa ahe won't be here next year it
evening
-Anita, tbe girl I've told you so win bo all right to copy ber dress."
eaves about, and I have picked out our
"Give dad and Ned a bushel of bug
room for nxt year. By paying only
and klasea for me. 1 can hardly wait
I2S more each we can have the loveliest tittle suite or two bedrooms and to see you. Fifteen of tia girls have
a study. I do hope you'll let me take engaged bertha In one sleeper. I guess
one of tbe big oriental ruga out of tbe we'll be going some when we start
library. Tbea If dad will let me boy home. Cut don't worry, mother; you
some madraa curtains It will be the know I never cut up much on tbe
beat looking study In our ball. I am train.
"Oh, yea, do you oare If I travel In
Just crasy over It already and I wbH
I really must.
so
It's the
a
ooeck
dad would tend
my pongee?
right away,
1 can make a deposit
to hold the only decent thing 1 have and my pana
ma hat goes ao well with it
aulta.
"Well, I think I've told you all the
"If anybody should ask, mother darI
news
for
Just
want
except about our spread and
my birthday,
ling, what
per track meet, I'll tell you all about those
say that 1 want a handsome
viator, jmita.anj J are going, tp

Helen Is

i

et

Cosunj Horns

(lce,

vrt

a

wain I see you
"The girls call me 'MuAa.' I simply
mult bant thin summrr after I've
tad some good Oil upa oo Molly's rake
and cherry pie, and tbose oilclom
wafles. I can hardly wait to gvt
home"
A IHp.
Have a cigar, old boy. I'm
afraid, though, these are not very
good, la fact, tbey may be worse
(ban those I gave you last.
Friend (In a bur&t of politeness)
IraporslMe. my Anar boy; luibUhaitMj.

Toffer

Its Extmt.
com"Tbey tell ue ibis
munity bus tb n.cBt btt Indent law
again: t cxpectora'lon."
"So much io, i ti u cllUen In sub"
ject to a fine If he keeps a Spltx dog
t

Hit

LULRAKV

GRAM

Meshanlsal Idtieation far Olrls.
"No girl can cors'der herself edu
cnlfd today If ahe cannot drive a nail
or put a hluge on a door." Miss Mry
Srow, auperlntendent of houahold
arts for the puttlo schools of Chicago,
made this assertion In a talk on
"Trnlnlng for Olrls." "I consider this
mechanical knowledge a necessity,"
said Miss Bnow. "Many women when
confronted with the stupendous problem of cosxlng a nail Into a board
would rather telephone the chief cf
police or the l.onH of edncntlou for
help. Generally thiy enllut the janitor er tha hfrcd r:un. It is a ri
Cclcsty In their education.

NaT3oanftt More F'cptilsr.
The NarraE.msett lurtcy bhu!d bo
more popular than ft Is. H In s'.JghMy
Bronse, and Is vety
mailer than
docile and bujndi tbo conOnomont
hotter than most other varieties.

w tie
lie ln
On nrcmn t
1 III
Li
I it
L' t SltUM L
rogram was not tendered.
There were seve'i l wii' p"
The Pacific Monthly.
pic present and t was decided o
Rates on the Leading Mag
ove the pr firum ; m1 rend- r it ut Special
azlna of the West.
the nt x' meiitioK. EvtryHcdy prepare and come out Saturday night
Tho Pacilic Monthly of Portland,
Novembt r devt.i..h.
Or g n is publishing a series or splens
did ar Icles about the various In
of th! West.
Tbo September
,S.hiol children.
ong.,
Recitation
Oilena Jordan. number contained an article on sucK citation
Nathrn Murden. cess with Cherries. The October numillustratber contained a
Krcitation
Oiville pen ton. ed article on beautifully
In Growing
K' artinn.. .. :
Mrs Allev. A
pples Other art Iclrs shortly to be
Mi!o Jennipg. published aro Success with Live
Rtcitation
Stock Success in Grow.'nr Walnuts,
Dialogue
Recitation
Jce Trrke Success wiih Fodder Crops. These
writ en by experts and
Recita'ion.. .. ... ..Lucih Joining articltsare
ftie not only authoritative, but very
Vocal Putt.. Elva and Vera Als- interesting.
dcrf.
In addition to the above, The Pa
clfle
Recitation
Monthly each month publishes
Unicr McD:'.niel.
a
large number of cl an, wholesome,
Recitation
N I! Jr.nirgs.
btorlea and
readable
S ig
.'..Acdie Elder. ent articles ou the strong Independquestions of the
Mr. McSp'aginwell
meets Miss day.
Uiggiti bottom.
T!i price of Thp Pacific Monthly
V'ucal Di.tt
lalbot and Viigi' Isfl.Oa j ear. To introduce it to
new readers, it will bo sent for six
Ilitfht.
for $.50 if this paper .is menmouths
Dt late.. Resolved that the
tioned.
a
benefactor ' Address: Pacific Monthly,
to the community than the farmer
Oregon.
I
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Hanu
San
facturing & Repair Co.
Jon.Co-operati-

ve

Successors to Hurt

A

Fuller

Makers of combined ILund Krn
vvs & Lovehfcr, & Combin

Agents forflfow Improved Tin
bine W:ater Elevator.
AT

Till' NEW SHOP

IN

THE NORTH END OP

'

SAN JON, ALSO

Horseshoeing and wagonwork
MONK BY MEN OF EXPERIENCE.
-

-

--

lus-trie-

INTERNATIONAL

Bank Of Commerce,
Or TUCUMCARI, NEW MEXICO.

,Wb solicit

fitinit.il &Kn
wv,
vviiui vwv.vnnn

Ynur Bu&lnfima

-

1 W. F. BUCHANAN, Pres.
L. W. MORRIS, Vice Pres.
T. II. SANDERS, Cashier.
b

'

San Jon Sentinel

!

man-.factunr- is

Rrt-ate-

r

Tort-lan-

San Jen Sentinel and Dallas SemUWeekly Farm News

fcr
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Our Fall Styles in Clothing- are Here.
-

Let us show why these Suits and Pants
THEY ARE

The Host

so Hh.

ar Best.

I

The Best Tailoring
The Longest Wearing
The Price Will Please JLike the Cloths.
iirCUHllLlEE5'
& O.oo Wnnis
$8.oo
Are th Best Values ever Offered
Manufacturer. EVERY PAIR
Boysar
ISeltsawBI

V

hard on Cloths

by auy
tut w hay

GUARANTEED
SUITS and PANTS that SATISFY.

TV

Bigger and Better than ever.
MAKE

ROOM

FOR THE

IMMENSE STOCK

WE M(E ENLARG1NG LL,R
10EE T0
OF FALL AND WINTER GOODS I HAT WE ARE

f

RECEIVING DAILY.

WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF UNDERWEAR OF ALL KINDS,
SWEATER COAT FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN. HOSIERY FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.

CUT PRICES On

all

Summer IDress goods, TUiiderwear9 Iff nfs.
via
Meadquarters for School Jffiooks& Supplies.

We have receive quite addi-

tion to our splendid line o,
Ii22illton ffirown Shoes
OUR STOCK IS NOW THE MOST C0MPLEr

IN EAS ERli QUAY CO UN

Y.

The ffll.1ffi.ldea "Keep the Quality up"
We can supply your wants in all lines, eeusbef ore you buy
DOCECIJES, CHinmAWABJE, MABIhWABJE, TDJS?S, JLEATJHHBJHI tiOOBS, WOTIOWS

THE SAN JON MERCANTILE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

C. L. OWEN, Mgr.
Wholesale and Retail
DEALERS IN GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SAN JON,
NEW MEX.

